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I neuer cared much for moonlit skies,

I neuer wink back at fi,refl,ies,

But now that the stars are in your eges,

I'm beginning to see the light.

I neuer went in for afterglow,

Or candlelight on the mistletoe,

But now when gou turn the lamp down low,

I'rn beginning to see the light.

Used to ramble thru the park,

Shadow boúng in the darlc,

Then you came and caused a spark,

That's a four alarm f,re now.

I neuer made loue by lantern shine,

I neaer saw rainbows in my wine,

But now that your lips are touching mine,

I'rn beginning to see the light.

Duke Ellington
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Abstract

Astronomical imaging and lidar studies require large, high quality telescopes for

maximum image resolution and light gathering ability. One of the major costs in-

volved in producing such telescopes is the fabrication of the perfect primary optic

(most often a mirror) and cor:recting for any changes in shape which may occur over

a period of time. Ilolographic correction of poor quality mirrors is a technology

which attempts to reduce these costs.

Throughout the course of this thesis I will be detailing the work I have carried out

into the holographic correction of al¡errated telescopes. The basic concept involves

recording a demagnified image hologram of the mirror surface and then using this

hologram as an optical element to remove the wavefront distortions introduced by the

aberrated mirror on focused starlight. In this way, diffraction limited performance

can be achieved with a poor-quality primary, over a limited bandwidth.

One of the major difficulties, up until now, has been that the methods of recorcl-

ing these holograms have required a distant light source, resulting in a telescope

which is very large. In order to reduce costs for both ground and space based

applications, a compact design is needed. This research has been aimed at produc-

ing an inexpensive, compact telescope which uses commonplace optical components

with a vierv to simplicity and scalabilit¡r. Included are theoretical and experimen-

tal results which denronstrate near-diffraction limited performance from a telescope

constructed from a large diameter, heavily aberrated, spherical primary. Also in-

cluded in this report is a discussion of alternative designs and new possibilities for

this technology.
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List of Symbols

Throughout this thesis, several s1,-mbols will be used consistently to signify spe-

cific physical quantities. For the readers convenience, these are listed below. note

that in most optical texts a particular sign convention is adopted to indicate ray di-

rection and object/image position. In this thesis, the ray directions and the position

of the object and image planes will be largely self-evident, so all of the quantities

will take their absolute values, with direction stated explicitly if necessary.

Diameter/Aperture (: 2 p)

Focal length

F-number (: f lD)
Refractive index

Radius of curvature

Wavefront error

Off-axis object distance (perpendicular to the optical axis)

Off-axis image distance (perpendicular to the optical axis)

On-axis object distance (along the optical axis)

On-axis image distance (along the optical axis)

Sag (depth of conic surface along the optical axis)
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Errata

1. Page 17, Line 5: For " ... which is the object wave modulated by fringes with a

spatial frequency of sin 0l^." read "which gives a sinusoidal grating with a spatial

frequency of À I 2 sin(O I 2) ;'

2. Page 59, Line 1: For ,f : 0.6mm read / : 0'6m

3. Page 78, Caption for Figure 3.20 (a): Text should read "Lenses Ll þ' L2 ate

chromatic doublets and L3 is the simple lens...".

4. Page 106, Line 21: For 0.3m read 0.12m.

5. Page 118, Line 15: Text should read "... recording angle of 20 between the

beams."

6. Page 156, Caption should read: "Off-axis correction of a refractor. The dotted

rays show the recording of the hoiogram, H, using an off-axis beacon located to the

left of the aberrated lens. The solid rays show the reconstruction and correction

of the aberrations by an object wave from infinity, imaged at plane I. A cylindrical

lens (c.1.) is used to compensate for the astigmatism. Secondary lenses 11 and 12

produce identical, accurately superimposed images of the primary lens at H.

7. Page 162-167: Where Figures 1 to 8 are mentioned in the text, these correspond

to Figures F8 to F15 on the subsequent pages.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

This thesis describes research conducted into the holographic correction of aber-

raiions in large optical elements. This chapter will outline the motivation for the

research as rvell as provide a brief summary of the freld of precision imaging and a

discussion of the previous work carried out into hoiographic aberration correction.

L.2 Background

Large conic mirrors are often required for lidar and astronomy. The larger the

rnirror, the better the instrument's light gathering capability and resolution.

Li<1ar is an acronym for Light Detection and Ranging. Direct detection lidar is

a rnethod of measuring the range of an object by using the bjme-in-flight analysis

of a reflected light signal. Heterodyne detection can 'oe used to measure velocity

of distant ob.iects by studying the Doppler frequencv shift in the return signal.

Lidar is often used for atmospheric studies in order to measure the wind velocity

profile in a column forward of the detector [38, 25]. Due to the low reflectivity of

the atmosphere at visible wavelengths the return signal is typically very rveak,, so a

large mirror area is required to gather as much light as possible. For clirect cletection

studies, the primary receiver must be of suf,ñcient qualitv to minirnise the focal spot

size on the cletector and hence maximise the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Fleterocll,-ne

il
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detection requires the phase matching of the return signal with the local oscillator

to be preserved over the entire aperture. This places even greater constraints on the

mirror surface quality. In astronomy, where images of distant objects are sought.

the requirements on the quality of the imaging elements are also very stringent.

The construction of large, high quality mirrors is expensive and time consuming

but the demand is high - with a doubling in the total mirror area available to the

world's astronomers, on average, every 12 years [91]. Even with new technologies,

the cost of mirror fabrication still increases as the cube of the aperture. There are

many reasons for this.

Large mirrors are made thick to increase their stiffness but tend to sag under

their own weight. Furthermore, as the orientation of a telescope changes, the gravi-

tational stresses on the mirror can change, giving a corresponding change in figure.

Telescope mirrors are also susceptible to changes in shape due to thermal expan-

sion. Using materials such as ULE or Zerodur, with minimal coefficients of thermal

expansion, eliminates these changes in shape but the fabrication costs increase due

to the expense of these materials [41]. One technique currently used to overcome

many of these problems is active optics.

Active optics involves using actuators, placed behind a thin primary, to adjust

for changes in the shape of a perfect mirror or mirror segments to minimise the

image size of stars in the field of view [a2]. An example is the I{eck telescope where

36, 1.5m hexagonal mirror segments are kept in alignment by small actuators on the

rear of the segments [65]. This technique can reduce the effects of thermal expansion,

sag or gravitational stresses, but there is still the cost in producing the high quality

mirror segments in the first place.

New designs using lighter, monolithic meniscus mirrors with actuator supports

to keep the mirror in the correct shape have been very successful, but the mounting

costs are formidable. Very high quality, well supported 8m mirrors are currentlv

in the , 10 million dollar class, weigh typically 10 or more tonnes, and ìn addition

require multi-million dollar handling fixtures and coating facilities [80].

An alternative to solid primaries is to use mirrors made from spinning shallolv

baths of mercury [10,40, 78]. These mirrors can be manufactured relatively cheaply
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but they can only look directly upwards. Research is being carried out to increase

their accessible region of sky to as much as 45o to the vertical using fixed and

del'<¡rmabie secondary optics [54,9, 11,53,62]. This technology is fast becoming

attractive as more researchers look for alternatives to expensive telescopes. Liq-

uid mirror telescopes require an acceleration, however, and although several space

telescope designs have been suggested [8], such an instrument may be prohibitively

expensive.

Fabrication is not the only problem faced by manufacturers of high quality mir-

rors. Testing of the final product requires extremely sensitive interferometers which

rnust be aligned precisely in order to detect any figuring errors. Measurements of

this type can quite easily go wrong as demonstrated with the Hubble Space Tele-

scope. The mirroru/as made too spherical and the error was not detected due to a

positioning error of a null-corrector in the iest optics [1, 73].

Atmospheric turbulence causes the twinkling of stars by distorting the wavefront

from the incoming star-light so that it is no longer a plane \ryave. This results in

images which change rapidly over short periods of time 192,17 ,18, 59]. The aperture

radius over which the incoming wave can be thought of as essentially undistorted

is called the Fried parameter (r.) [26, 27, 28]. From this we can define a "seeing

angle" , 0 : Àf ro which represents the maximum angular resolution for a given Fried

parameter. Since ro x )6/5 it poses less of a problem at infra-red wavelengths than

in the visible region where, typically. ro - 1Ocm (i.e. 0 - 1.5"). For a telescope with

arr aperture, D, greater than the Fried parameter, the instantaneous image consists

of speckles of. size Àf D. With a long exposure, the random motion of many of

these speckles averages out to give a image size of. Àf r. [26,58]. Thus for telescopes

lvith larger diameters there is no improvement in the resolution achievable in long

exposures but more light can be gathered, allowing fainter objects to be detected.

One solution to this problem is to decrease the amount of turbulent atmosphere

between the observer and thg object. By putting the telescope on top of a rnountain,

ro carì be as much as 20-30cm (0 - 0.75't -0.5") ai optical wavelengths and diffraction

limited imaging is possibie for À > 3¡zm [a]. For diffraction limited performance from

a large apelture telescope operating in the visible part of the spectrum. however,
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the time-varying turbulent aberration function must be somehow removed from the

stellar images, or the telescope placed in space.

There are two common lvays of improving the astronomical image distorted by

the atmosphere: speckle interferometry and adaptive optics. Speckle interferometry

is a method by which a diffraction limited telescope is used to accumulate many

very short exposures of a star (usually a few microseconds each). These images are

digitally combined to produce the smallest possible image. This technique works

very well for point-iike objects but is fairly unusable for single objects covering any

extent of field. A further problem is the large integrating time required to build up

an image of faint objects.

Adaptive optics involves using deformable tertiary mirrors to minimise the image

spot size of a guide star in the field of view of the telescope, thereby improving the

image as a whole and removing the effects of atmospheric turbulence [3, 42,74,43,21.

The guide stars used can be either bright natural stars or man-made ''stars" created

by focussing a laser in the upper atmosphere. The popularity of this technique is

increasing but so fa¡ the results a¡e best in the infra-red as less correction is required

(ro is larger) and more bright natural sources are arailable than in the visible. Added

to this is the problem of the small field of view correction provided by single man-

made laser guide stars; the so-called anisoplanatic angle problem [88, 19]. Once

again, however, a large, high qualiiy primary is required to collect the light initially.

Ground based sites have many other limitations. Populous centres anywhere in

the vicinity of telescopes increase atmospheric turbulence and are sources of light

pollution and vibrations. Added to this is the problem of man-made aerosols and

pollutants which increase scattering and extinction of stellar light. making fainter

and finer details harder to detect. Air-glow and zodiacal light (as well as aurorae in

some latitudes) are a natural source of light pollution. Atmospheric absorption at

various wavelengths limits ground-based ast¡onomical imaging in the infrared and

makes it all but impossible in the ultra-violet [84]. These ploblems can be reduced

or eliminated with a telescope situated in space or on the surface of the moon.

A space or moon-based telescope permits observations at any wavelength, in

many cases uninterrupted over a 24hr period [35]. Unfortunately. the cost involved
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is very large. For the Hubble Space Telescope, the cost of initial fabrication and

deployment was US$z billion. Operating, repair and maintenance costs have since

doubled this [21]. Several designs for the next- generation space telescope [61] have

been suggested but the cost of these are too large for current research budgets. As

for lunar-based telescopes, they are still in the design phase, with the first 1 k 2m

aperture prototypes planned for initial operation in the late 1990s at the earliest.

Larger 4 & 16m diameter telescopes are planned for the next century [8g].

A large reduction in the cost of constructing ground and space based telescopes

would occur if there were some way of using large, cheap imperfect mirrors and

correcting, in situ, the inherent aberrations as well as thermal expansion and grav-

itational stresses. One possible solution is to use holographic correction o{ large,

inexpensive, low'quality mirrors [63, 64]. The principle is simplv to record the aber-

rations holographically and then use the hologram to remove these aberrations from

the irnage of a star. This concept does not aim to correct for atmospheric aberra-

tions, but can reduce the cost of the fabrication, mounting, housing and mainte-

nance of the primary. It is also a most promising method of developing a large lunar

or space based telescope within a realistic budget. Holographic correction could

be used for ground based telescopes in conjunction with existing aclaptive optics

schemes as well as having applications in lidar and other imaging systems unrelated

to astronomy.

1.3 Holography

A hologram is a recording of both the phase and amplitude of a n avefront relative to

a ¡eference wave. In most cases this reference wave is a diffraction limited plane-wave

but in general it can be a reproducible beam of any type. The first hologram was

made by' I)ennis Gabor in 1948 [30, 31] in an attempt to improve the resolution of

elect¡on microscopes. The Gabor hologram is an in-line hologlam and has limited
practical uses due to diffracted orders superimposing over one-another. In 1962

Leith utt¿ frpatnieks [50] clemonstrated a methocl of separating the images usilg an

r)ff-a:lis or simple two-beam hologranr. A more refinecl methocl ir-as clernonstratecl
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x

ikc sin0

(1.1)

(1.2)

z

Reference

beam

Photographic
plate

Object

Figure 1.1: Reflected light from the object is incident normal to the plate which
makes an angie of á to the path-matched, plane wave reference beam.

by the same authors in 1964 [51]. It is this type of hologram which is generally used

today.

To record a hologram of an object, coherent light is split into two beams. One of

these beams illuminates an object and the other is spatially filtered and collimated

to produce the reference beam. The interference pattern can be recorded with

a photographic emulsion aligned along a plane where the reflected light fïom the

object and the reference beam intersect. This is the hologram.

Consider two waves incident on the holographic recording media with the refer-

ence wave at an angle of. 0 to the object wave (Figure 1.1). We can describe the

complex amplitude of the object and reference \ryaves at any point (r,A) on the plate

by O(x,y) and R(*,,y), respectively [37].

o(r, y)¿-iö(''u)

e

o(*,a) :
R(r,y) : TC

wlrere r and o(x,y) are the scalar amplitudes of the two waves at the plate and

k : 2¡r l\ is the wavenumber. Notice that since the reference beam has been taken

to be a plane wave, for simplicity, its amplitude does not have an (*,,y) depenclence.
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Reference
beam

77

x YV.

Transmitted
beams

(1 3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

0

Hologram

Virnral image Real image

Figure 1.2: When the original reference beam is used to reconstruct the hologram
we get several diffracted beams. The original reference beam continues with some
attenuation along the same path as a zero diffracted order. A third beam is created
at the plate which is a teconstruction of the object wave and, as such, produces
a vi¡tual image of the object. The fourth beam is a phase conjugate object beam
rvhich produces a real image of the object at an angle -0 to the reference beam.'

The total intensity across the plate is /(2, y);

I (', y) : l&(r,y) * O(x,y)llñ(r,ù + O(r,y)l-

: lñ(*,y)12 + lO(x,y)l' + R(x,y)O(x,a)* + O(r,y)R(r,y)-

: 12 + o(x,y)' + 2ro(x,y) cos[frr sin d + ,þ(*,,y)]

which is the object wave modulated by fringes with a spatial frequency of sin á/À

We can define the transmittance of the plate to be;

T(*,u) - ú + aIþ.y) (1.6)

rvhere t is the average background bransmittance and a represents the exposure ancl

film sensitivity/processing. \!-e can reconstruct the oì:ject wave with bhe original

referencewaveivhichr,villgiveusatransmittedrvaveintensity-. lM(x,y) (t'igure1.2):
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R(r,y)T(r,y)

R(* , y)ft + aI (r , y)l

(t ¡ ar2)r eikc sio' I aro(x, r¡2 "ikx 
sinî

+ ar2 o(x , y)e-iö(''u) | arz o(x , ,¡";ó@ 'u) 
"ziÀc 

sin d

w(*,a) (1.7)

(1 8)

(1 .e)

The first term in this equation is just the reference beam attenuated as it passes

through the hologram and the second term is the zero diffracted order from the

grating, coliinear with the reference beam. The third term is, except for a scale

factor, the initial object wave. If we were to view this light we would see a virtual

image of the object, indistinguishable frorn the original object, since this wave ìs

identical in phase to the original object beam. The fourth term represents the phase

conjugate of the object wave at an angle of.20 to the plate and will form a real image

of the object at the same distance from the plate. A more comprehensive discussion

of holographic grating theory is given by Kogelnik [46].

Although I have shown that the reference wave can be used to reconstruct the

object wave, the reverse is also true, with the object wave capabie of reconstructing

the reference wave. Further, the reference beam was taken to be a plane wave for

simplicity. In practice, however, the reference beam can have any form at ali, but

the condition that one of the beams be present in its original form, to perfectly

reconstruct the other, will still hold. If both the object and reference beams are

incident on the hologram after processing, the diffracted wavefront of one beam

will interfere with the undiffracted wavef¡ont of the other. These beams should be

identical, so any change in the way the two wavefronts overlap lvill show up as fringes

which modulate the transmitted beams. If the plate has been returned to. exactly the

same position it was in when the exposure \4ras taken, and the reconstructing beams

have not changed then there will be a single bright fringe seen over both transmitted

beams. This "zero fringe" is desirable as it indicates that the environment is stable

and that there has been no change in the emulsion during processing.

The hologram discussed above is a two beam transmission hologram. Although

this was the type of hologram used in the course of my studies, there are several

other ways to record a hologranr. In a reflection (or Lippmann) hologram, the
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object and reference beams are incident on the plate from different sides. Since the

interference fringes produced between two plane waves are orientated parallel to the

angular bisector, the fringes in this case are planes which lie in the emulsion. 'Ihis

type of hologram can give higher efficiency in a thick enough emulsion. A subset

of this type of hologram is known as a Denisyuk hologram, in which a reference

beam passes through the emulsion to the object which reflects the object wave back

towards the plate. There are other types of holograms, such as evanescent wave and

rainbow holograms, though they are not important in this discussion.

L.4 Holographic Correction of Aberrations

The first experiments to test the idea of using a hologram for the correction of optical

wavefront aberrations rvere made by Kogelnik [45] and Leith and Upatnieks [52]. In

Kogelnik's experiment a plane wave passed through a transparency with writing

on it and then a warped glass plate (an aberrator) which distorted the wavefront

(F'igure 1.3). The hologram was recorded using this beam and a plane wave reference

beam. The hologram was then ¡econstructed using a conjugate reference beam. The

diffracted beam (the phase conjugate of the object wave) then passed back through

bhe warped glass where all the wavefront distoriions were removed. Following this,

the original unaberrated wavefront was recovered along with a real image of the

transparency. Leith and Upatnieks used a similar set-up but with a diffuser instead

of an aberraied plate. These experiments demonstrated the possibility of image

transmission through an aberrative element.

Further experiments by Gaskil [32] and Goodman et a/. [33, 34] had the same

concept but with the reference wave passing through the aberrator as well. In this

fashion the two wavefronts were similarly distorted by the aberrator. The hologram

records the difference between the two waves, so the aberration function cancelled

out at the hologram, leaving the only the object lvave recorded against the reference

wave. lVhen reconstructed with an unaberrated reference beam, an unaberrated

object beam can be produced. These experirnents were aimed at transmission of

inf'ormation through the atmosphere rvhich can be thought of as a thick al¡errator.
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(a) A
Hologram

(b). *,
R

Hologram

Figure 1.3: (u). A plane wave (P) passes through a transparency (T) and then
through a distorting piate (A). The aberrated wavefront then interferes with a plane
wave reference beam (R) to form a hologram. (b). The conjugate reference beam
(^R.) is used to reconstruct the hologram, and the conjugate of the object beam is
formed.

T

P

R
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This type of correction suffers from a limited field of view similar to the anisoplanatic

angle problem in adaptive optics, and will be discussed in more detail later in this

thesis.

The first suggestion that holographic correction could be applied to an imaging

device was made by Upatnieks eú ø/. [85]. The idea \ryas an extension to that shown

that shown in Figure 1.3 except that there'ffas no aberrating element as such, but

instead, a single good-quality lens with sphericai aberration. It was this aberration

that was to be removed using holographic colrection. The recording and replay

schemes are shown in Figure 1.4. The experimental results showed that the resul-

tant lens/hologram combination could be used to produce images free of spherical

aberration. This is important because where it had previously been demonstrated

that object information could be projected through aberrative elements, in this case

the imaging optics themselves lvere corrected for a wavefront error they introduced.

In this set-up, however, the telescopic transport optics could only be used with a

unit magnification of the beam, so the hologram had to be as large as the optic to be

corrected. Also, since the optics inverted the phase of the wavefront, the aberration

to be corrected had to be rotationally symmetric about the optical axis.

The previous experiments were two-way correction schemes, in which the phase-

conjugate of the reference beam was used to reconstruct a phase-conjugate of the

aberrated object beam. This beam then passed through the aberrator to remove

the wavefront distortions. In 1968, Kogelnik and Pennington [47] demonstrated a

meihod of one-way aberration correction and image transmission (Figure 1.5). A

plane wave was passed through an aberrator (a diffuser) and then a hologram was

recorded rvith this as the object wave. To ensure that the hoiogram could resolve the

aberrating elements, the diffuser was imaged onto the holographic plabe and an image

hologram was formed [12, 1a]. This type of hologram is free of speckie at the image

plane, giving an even illumination over the entire aperture. The image could also

be demagnified which meant that the hologram no longer had to be as large as the

distorting element. After writing the hologram. a beam with information on it rvas

passed through tire same aberrabor and then onto the hologram. The reconstructed

reference beam is aberration-free but with the object inJormation retained.
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(a)
Aberrated Lens Transport Optics Hologram

Reference Beam Mirror

@)

Aberrated Lens

Focal Plane

Figure 1.a: (a). Recording: A plane wave is focussed through the spherically aber-
rated lens and re-collimated by high quality lenses to form a hologram rvith a plane
wave reference beam. (b). Reconstruction: The transport optics are lemoved and
light fiom a scene (acting as a phase conjugate of the refèrence beam) passes through
the aberrated lens to reconsbruct the hologram. The image information liom the
scene is retained, and the focussed image is free of spherical aberration.
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Reference
beam

Hologram

Plane wave

Diffuser

(b) Hologram

Plane wave

Figure 1.5: (u). Recording: A plane \/ave passes through the diffuser which is
imaged onto the plate and a hologram is made with a plane wave reference beam.
(b). Reconstruction: The original plane \¡¡ave passes through a transparency, T,
and then follows the same path as before to reconstmct the reference beam. This
reference beam will contain object information about the transparency.

(a)

T
{
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: I (r,y)A(r, y)T(r,y)

: R2.A.T + A2.A.T + R* .A2.T + R.A*.A.7

In this case a plane wave passes through the diffuser/aberrator with a spatially

varying amplitude transmittance, A(r,y), given by;

A(r, y) : a(r, y)ei' (''u)
( 1.10)

At the plane of the hologram, the object wave has the same form but with a magni-

fication factor provided by the imaging lens. The hologram is formed between this

wave and a plane wave reference beam, R(*,U), as before, giving a total intensity

across the plate, I(*ry);

I(*,ù: R2 I A2 + R*.A+ R.A* (1.11)

If we reconstruct this hologram with an identical object wave, we will generate the

reference wave as expected. If holvever, the plane wave passes through a trans-

parency, T(r,A), before entering the diffuser, the resultant object wave reconstruct-

ing the hologram will be O(",y):,4(r,V)T(r,y). Reconstructing the hologram;

w(",y) ( 1.12)

(1.13)

The last term in this equation is just 7(2, y) - the information imprinted on the

plane wave. This means that image information can be transmitted through the

aberrating element without signif,cant loss of f,delity. It is this effect which forms

the basis of the holographic correction. An important point to note, is that for a

thin aberrator, the imaging requirement ensures that a ray incident on the aberrator

from any just about angle will pass through ihe point on the hologram which will

provide the necessary phase correction. This gives the system a useful field of view.

In other experiments, aberration correction has been achieved with computer

generated holograms [54], liquid crystals [44], corner-cube arrays [15], four-wave

mixing 190], and stimuiated Brillouin scattering (SBS). Various other schemes have

also been proposed for one-rvay [23, 19] and two-way [81, 20] imaging through random

media.
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Reference
beam

(a)

Hologram

Plane wave Objective

(b).

Starlight

Image of star

Figure 1.6: (a). A plane wave passes through the objective which has been randomly
aberrated by the addition of a plate of distorted giass. An eyepiece lens coilimates
the light and images the distortions onto a plate where the hologram is made. (b).
Starlight is used as the reconstructing plane wave.

1.5 Holographic Correction In Telescopes

In 1989 & 1990, VIunch et al. 163,64] demonstrated complete holographic corïec-

tion of an aberrated telescope primary. The basic correction scheme is shown in

irigure 1.6. A collimated beam of light (point source at infinity) passes through

an aberrate,l objective lens and a secondary (e.v-epiece) lens collimates this iight to

produce a demagnified image of the primary lens onto the plane of the hologram. A

plane r,vave reference beam is used to make the hologram.

To reconstruct the hologram, light from an object at infinity passes through the

lens and is aberrated as before, continuing on thlough the same optical s)'stem as

the object wave used to write the hologram. This beam rvill perfectl), r".onr,rrr.,

the reference beam. As with the experiments carriecl out b,v Kogelnik anrl Penning-

25
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tor_ [47], any optical information imprinted on the incoming beam will remaln on

the reconstructed reference beam, and thus an unaberrated image of the star can

be formed using the diffracted beam. In this way, perfect imaging has been made

possible with an aberrated primary. Since these two papers detail the extent of

research in the field to date it is important to revierv the results in more detail.

The first experiments [63] were carried out on a high quality lens (D : 50mm,

,f : 0.6m) which was aberrated by the addition of a poor qualiiy 3mm thick piece

of glass. The uncorrected telescope produced a beam with a wavefront error of - 4À

which was corrected to better than À/10 with a 0.8" field of view. Once again, it

is the use of the imaging eyepiece that has given this telescope such a large field of

view and produces a small hologram capable of correcting a large aperture.

A recording source (beacon) located a finite distance from the objective (43 lens

diameters) rather than at infinity gave similar results and showed that a beacon

at infinity (a collimated wavefront) was not necessary for correction. In another

experiment, a lens with a wavefront error of 101 was corrected to À/10 at the

recording wavelength of 588nm which leduced to 0..1) at a reconstructing wavelength

of 632.8nm. The quality of bhe reconstructed image is reduced at other wavelengths

since the magnitude of the aberrations have been recorded as a phase difference at

the recording wavelength.

In their second paper, Vlunch et al. l6al demonstrated the operation of a broad-

band device using a more heavily aberrated objective (19)) with the same dimen-

sions as before. The objective was a good quality lens with a low-quality piece of

glass placed in front to provide the aberrations. At the recording wavelength, the

wavefront error lvas corrected to À/10. The emphasis of this paper, however, was

on the broadband operation of the refractor. The correction at wavelengths other

ihan the recording wavelength was expected to be poorer, and the angle at which

the corrected beam diffracts from the hologram is wavelength dependent. To over-

come the dispersion in broadband operation, the diffracted light was reflected off a

diffraction grating with the same spatial frequency as the holographic grating. The

recordìng wavelength was 633nm and the performance of the corrected telescope

rvas evaluated using resolution test charts. Before correction. the unaberrated lens
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H

Abenated primary

Figure 1.7: A plane wave is focussed and illuminates the abe¡rated primary from
close to the center of curvature with a small off-axis angle. The light is then col-
limated and the mirror is imaged onto the plate (H) where a hologram is formed
with a reference beam (dashed). On reconstruction a broadband source is used to
illuminate an object placed at O. The hologram diffracts different wavelengths at
differeni angles (solid & dotted) and they are recombined by the use of a reflective
grating (G) and a lens. A focussed image is formed at the camera (C).

had a white-light resolution of 15pm and when the distorter rvas added, this was

reduced to - 0.3mm.

At the recording lvavelength, the resolution lvas improved to 17.5¡rm, and over

a bandrvidth of Al : 40nm the resolution was also a diffraction limited I2.1p,nrl.

The white light imaging (À) : 300nm) was a dramatic improvement over the

uncorrected irnage.

As well as considering refractive primary optic, Nlunch et al. also demonstrated

the correction of a mirror. Reflecting primaries are more useful for telescopes,

since they do not suffer from chromatic aberration and are lighter and cheaper

to manufacture. The experiments involved a poor-quality membrane spherical mir-

ror (D - 0.-lm, -¿? - 2.6m) corrected lvith the one-to-one imaging arrangement as

shown in Figure 1.7. The uncor¡ected mirror imaged a 10¡lm pinhole to a 10mm

lAlthough the numbers cliffer, both cases represenr diffraction limited resoiution, since the
minimum resolvable feature is 1.6 times larger with coherent illumination than for incoherent
illumination l7l põ2L
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spot. Once again, a reflective grating was used for the dispersion correction. At

the recording wavelength, the corrected primary had a resolution of 15.6pm, with

similar results over a bandwidth of ÀÀ : 40nm. Reconstruction over a bandwidth

of A) : 75nm gave a resolution of 63¡rm and in white light the minimum resolvable

features were 31¡lm in size.

These two papers demonstrated the possibility of using holographic correction

of aberrated telescope optics to give perfect performance over a useful bandwidth.

The recording arrangements, however, required that the recording beacon be a large

distance away, thus putting limits on the uses of such telescopes. A more practical

design would utilise a beacon located much closer to the primary.

In his honours thesis, Fotheringharr'l24l investigated the concept of a proximal

beacon. The important experiments involved the recording of a image hologram of

a poor-quality spherical mirror (D : 0.33m, "f 
: 0.6m) from the centre of curvature

using a plane wave reference beam (Figure 1.8). The processed hologram was moved

to the focal plane where a phase conjugate plane wave reconstructed a phase conju-

gate of the aberrated object wave. IJsing an imaging lens of half the focal length, the

object wave could be played back onto the surface of the mirror. The reflected light

should have had most of the mirror aberrations removed to form an unaberrated,

collimated beam. The experimental results showed the presence of a large amount

of residual wavefront aberration, thought to be due to the slight of-axis angle used

on recording, as well as the distortions present in the holographic substrate.

Although not demonstrated to be completely successful, the idea of recording

the hologram from the centre of curvature and then moving it to the focal plane for

reconstruction seemed sound enough. A first order theoretical analysis [24] showed

that although the geometries of the two situations differ, enough of a similarity exists

f'or the reconstructed wave to adequately correct tbr some of the surface aberrations.

1.6 The Scope of This 'Work

The research reported in this thesis concerns the development of compact holo-

graphic correction schemes involving beacons located as close as possible to the
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(a).

Hologram

Aberrated miror
Plane Wave

Reference Beam

(b).

Plane wave

Hologram
Collimated Ouput

Aberrated mirror

Figure 1.8: (a). Recording: A spatial filter illuminates the mirror from the centre of
curvature and the reflected light is collimated and used to form an image hologram
of the mirror. (b). Reconstruction: The hologram is moved to the tbcal plane where
a plane wave (the phase conjugate reference beam) is used to reconstruct the phase
conjugate object \,vave. This wave reflects off the mirror to give a collimated beam.
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primary mirror. The compactness is considered absolutely essential for most space

and ground-based applications, while the simplicity is important in reducing the

costs of an final design.

In the following chapters I will introduce a theory of holographic correction which

can be used to analyze most schemes and aid in selection of more suitable designs. A

summary of Seidel aberration theory and an exact calculation of spherical aberration

will also be presented.

Two specific designs have been investigated in detail, with both using conven-

tional, inexpensive optical components as well as being suited to a simple increase

in scale. The first is an off-axis recording scheme where the beacon is placed at the

radius of curvature from the mirror, but at the edge of the aperture. This scheme

will be shown to be successful in removing the aberrations of the mirror, leaving

it with the spherical aberration expected from a perfect spherical surface focussing

light from infinity. Several methods of removing this aberration in the correction

process will be discussed.

The second design is an on-axis correction scheme. The beacon is placed on-

axis at the centre of curvature of the spherical mirror. In this scheme, spherical

aberration was introduced in the recording of the hologram. The residual wavefront

error of the corrected telescope mirror is believed to be limited only by the quality

of the test optics available. The simplicity and scalability of this design means that

this design should result in similar performance for mirrors of much larger diameters.



Chapter 2

Aberration Theory

2.I Introduction

In designing a compact, holographically corrected telescope, there are many possible

positions for the proximal beacon. In any scheme there will be the surface aberra-

tions of the primary itself, as well as aberrations introduced from the recording and

reconstruction opticai geometries. The two problems are quite different and each

must be considered in order to evaluate the merits of any possible design. In this

chapter a general description of aberrations lvill be presented rvhich can be applied

to a specific design in order to predict the performance,

2.2 Correction of Mirror Surface Aberrations

To record the hologram of an aberrated mirror, reflected light is used to form an

inrage of the surface. The interference pattern formed between this object beam

and a path-rnatched reference wave is recorded on film. The "height" of a bump is

recorded as a phase difference between the ra¡' reflecting off the actual surface (the

object beam) and one reflecting off an unaberrated, reference -.urface (Figure 2.1).

In order to maintain the fidelity of the diffracted beam, the reconstructing wave-

front must be identical to the original object beam used to record the hologram.

The image formed at the plate on recording rnust also match the image on the plate

on reconstruction. These conditions include ¿ matching of phase, m¿rqnification.

.)1

.) r
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Surface Defect

R

\ \ \ \ \

Hologram

Figure 2.7: A ray shown reflecting off a bump on the mirror surface (greatly exag-

gerated) and passing through the imaging lens onto the hologram. The "height" of
the bump is determined by the phase shift between this ray and a reference ray at
the hologram.

wavelength, orientation, angle of incidence to the holographic plate and beam di-

vergence. For example, an image hologram recorded of one mirror will not correct

for the aberrations of a different mirror imaged to an identical magnification, since

the location and size of the phase errors across each aperture may be very different.

In the experiments to follow, the imaging conditions (e.g. magnification, po-

sition, orientation, angle of incidence and beam divergence) are all kept constant.

rVlore detail concerning these factors will follow later. For now, all that matters is

that the only difference between the recording and reconstructing object beams is

the magnitude of the phase errors which are a direct resuit of the recording and

teconstructing geometries. In the case of a single reflecting primary, the differences

in the angle at which light reflects off a particular point on the mirror surface will

give rise to slightly different phase shifts for a given aberration.

We now need to find an expression for the phase shift introduced by a bump.

Figure 2.2 shows a ray from the recording beacon striking a bump on the spherical

mirror surface at an angle a to the normal (a ray from the centre of curvature).

The path difference between this ray, and one rvhich rvould have reflected off an

unaberrated mirror is;

atb-2hcosa (2.1)
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<-h

ct

Ray from centre

of curvature.

Figure 2.2: Recording: A ray from the beacon strikes a point on the bump at an
angle of a to the normal and is reflected. The path difference between the ray from
the top of the bump and one which would have reflected off the unaberrated mirror
surfäce is a * ö. On reconstruction the angle to the bump at the same point is B.

On reconstruction, a ray to the same point will make an angle B to the mirror normal.

The recording and replay geometries may differ so the optical path difference in this

case ls

a'+b,-_2hcosB (2.2)

To find the optical phase difference, we need to divide by the wavelength used. Thus

on recording at wavelength );

oPDr
2h cos a

(2.3))

and on reconstruction at some different wavelength, À';

oPD2
2h cos J

À/
(2.4)

The difference betlveen these two values will sholv the residual phase error left be-

hind when ihe hologram of the bump is reconstructed rvith a ra¡r coming in from

a diferent angle and at a different lvavelength. We norv clefine a relative phase
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(

ô
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Figure 2.3: Recording: A ray from the beacon located at B(r,0, y) strikes the
mirror at P(u,'u,z(u.,u)) making an angle o to the normal (a ray from the centre of
curvature, C). Reconstruction: A ray fiom infinity (I) at a field angle o, and polar
angle ó relative bo the optical axis of the minor, strikes the same point P at an angle

B to the normal.

factor A which represents the relative phase difference between the recorded and

reconstructed height of a bump.

OPh - OPDr À'cos a
I ( 2.5)

oPD2 À cosB

We now consider a spherical mirror which is illuminated by a beacon situated at

some finite distance y, on-axis, and r, off-axis (Figure 2.3). To calculate the relative

phase difference on recording we need to find cos a for a ray striking any position

(u, u) on this mirrorl.

By using the geometry shown in Figure 2.3 we can now find an expression for

cos d. The basic expressions are presented here, with a more complete derivation

llt is not necessary for us to know what happens to the ray after reflection, though it is assumed
that the ray from a point on the mirror makes it through imaging optics to the unique image point
on the hologram.

(.

p

C
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provided in Appendix B.

35

(2.6)COSd:
xulRyiRz-yz

R

where the spherical sag, z, is given by

z:R- R'¿-u¿-ù'¿ (2.7)

On reconstruction, a general ray from an5' off-axis (field) angle / and direction

(polar) angle ó will make an angle B to the mirror normal (Figure 2.3).

cos B : #to - z) -fft, cos ó + usin6l (2.8)

Substituting Eqs. 2.6 and 2.8 into Eq. 2.5. tve get;

À'(xu*Ra*R:-yz)
À ((A - z) cos ó - l"cos ó f 'usiná] sin o) + t¿l!J +

A_ -1t

(2.e)

lVe can now define a "Correction Factor" rvhich is the inverse of the relative phase

difference (A-t). This represents the factor by rvhich the height of a bump is reduced

from recording to reconstruction. This general formula can be used to determine the

effectiveness of different recording and reconstructing schemes in correcting spherical

mirrors. For most of the work in this thesis. the case of on-axis reconstruction at

the recording wavelength (/:0,ó:0 & ) = À') will be considered, which greatly

simplifies this equation.

Since the correction factor is determined b1' the magnitude of the angular dif-

ference between the recording and reconstructing rays to a point on the mirror, the

speed of the mirror (F-number) will be critical. The effect of mirror speed on the

correction factor will be investigated individuall¡r for each of the recording schemes

ìn bhis thesis.

The theory above is concerned only lvith an aberrator having a uniquely defined

aberrating surface. If the aberrator has an e.ttencLed depth. the rvavefront deforma-

tion no longer occurs in a single plane. but over a flnite path. Such an object is

known as a "thick aberrator". With a thin aberrator, such as a, mirror, the optics
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which image the thin aberrator onto the film ensure that any ray which strikes a

particular point on the aberrator always ends up at the corresponding image point

on the hologram, where a unique phase error is recorded (Figure 2.a(a)). With a

thick aberrator, rays from different field points can take very different paths through

the aberrator (Figure 2.4(b)). A lens can no longer image a single plane in which the

required phase error is recorded, so the different rays rvill not receive the required

phase correction at the hologram. As a result, field of view is lost in such a system.

An example of a thick aberrator would be a thick lens made from a very inhomoge-

neous glass or with two aberrated surfaces. A reflecting telescope with an aberrated

primary and secondary mirrors is another example, as is a turbulent atmosphere. In

adaptive optics, the use of a guide star to correct for atmospheric turbulence faces

this same field of view limitation. My work has concentrated on the correction of a

single reflective primary, which is a thin aberrator, so this problem should not arise.

2.3 Geometrical Aberrations

2.3.L Third Order Aberrations

Holograms record the light of an object beam with respect to a reference wavefront.

Not only will the surface aberrations be recorded, but so rvill anv aberrations which

a¡ise from the geometry of the recording set-up. These aberrations, often called

the Seidel aberrations, will be present in most optical svstems. even if the optical

elements themselves are diffraction limited. Correcting for the mirror aberrations

relies on the same aberrations being present in the same scale and orientation on

replay so that the original diffraction limited reference beam is reconstructed. Any

difference between the object \ryave on writing and reading of the hologram wiil be

passed on to the reconstructed reference wave. \,Vith the geometrical aberrations,

the situation is exactly the same.

Seidel aberrations can be derived fïom simple ray theory [ö6.57]. Figure 2.5

shows a ray incident on a spherical mirror from a point (2, y) and reflecting off a
point (r, d) on the mirror surface to the image point (r'. y'). The total third orcler
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(a).

t.lr)l
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Imaging Lens

Hologram

A

Hologram

A'
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(b)

Thin Aberrator

Thick Abenator
f--\-l-----l|

B

C -È--

"-'-
A

Imaging Lens

Figure 2.,1: Rays from a pair of adjacent points are shown, one dashed and one
solid. The hologram was recorded with the solid ray which in both cases passed
through the aberrator at point A and was then imaged onto the hologram to point
A'. On reconstruction, the original ray and another ray from a different fieid position
strike the point A on the aberrator. (a). Thin Aberrator: Both rays strike A and
are imaged by the lens onto the same point, A' where the co¡rect phase shifT is
recorded. (b). Thick Aberrator: In this case, the two rays will continue on from A
to different points, B and C, on the other side of the aberrator. Only the recording
lay can pass through the image point, A', with the other ray striking a different
point on the hologram.
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(r,0)

c.R.
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2RLz

(2.11)

(2.r2)

(2.13)

(2.14)
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Figure 2.5: A ray from a point (r,y) off-axis has a corresponding image point
(r',A') off-axis after ¡eflection off a spherical mirror of radius of curvature, -R. The
aberration of a general ray (GR) reflecting off a point on the mirror with polar
coords (r, d) in the plane of the exit pupil, is calculated with respect to the chief ray
(CR) passing through the centre of the exit pupil.

phase aberration in this situation is Õ(r, d);

AØ,0) : A"r4 ! A.x'r3 cos d + Aor'2r2 cosz 0 ! A¿rt2rz ¡ ,lrx'sr cos0 (2.10)

where A", A", A,, A¿ and A, represent the coefficients for the terms spherical

aberration, coma, astigmatism, distortion/tilt and Petzval curvature (curvature of

field or defocus) respectively and are as follows;

1 (i)'(å.;)'A,
4R

A" = 4kA"

Ao : 4le2 A"

Aa : 2k2 A"

Ae

k

4ksA, - #
L-R-v'

*a'

where -[ is the distance of the Gaussian image from the plane of the exit pupil. For

a reflection, L, R and y' are positive when measured to the left of the exit pupil

R
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and negative when situated to the right. In most cases the aperture stop will be

located at the mirror (along with the entrance and exit pupils) and hence L : U'.

The object distance, y, will be positive when to the right of the mirror and the

quantities. r, z and o' are all positive when above the optical axis.

The presence of each of these aberrations will have a particular effect on the

appearance of a wavefront. The wavefront forms of the aberrations given in Eq. 2.10

are shown in Figures 2.6 U 2.7 along with the pattern observed from interference

with a plane wave reference beam. The magnitude of many of these aberrations can

be partially reduced by the addition of another, In the case of spherical aberration,

the wavefront error can be off-set by the addition of a smali amount of curvature of

fieid to produce balanced, spherical aberration.

2.3.2 Higher Order Aberrations

For large off-axis angles, or fast (small F-number) systems, the third order Seidel

aberrations give an incomplete description of the wavefront aberrations. In this case

higher order terms must be considered. A convenient way of expressing these terms

is by using Zernike polynomials [7, õ, 86, 57].

An;'r circuiar wavefront function, W(p,d), can be expressed as a linear combina-

tion of Zernike polynomials according to the following equation;

kn

n=O m=O

p l¿l

W(p,,o)-f ÐÅ^ Ri- (n-2m)0 (2.r7)

where

pn-2m : Pn, Pn-2, (2.18)

An* is the weight of the particular term, n ) I and n - / is always even.

For a higher order analysis of off-axis designs. an optical design program can

be used to evaluate these terms. I used a program called Zemax (Focus Software)

rvhich can evaluate the coefficients of the first 36 Zernike pol¡'nomials. For on-axis

designs, where spherical aberration is the onl¡r higher orcLer aberration. it is simpler

to derive the higher order expr-ession directl.u*,
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(u).

(b)

(")

(d).

Figure 2.6: The wavefront maps and interference patterns of particular aberrations.
(a). Tilt/Distortion: pcos0 (b). Curvature of Field: p' (r). Spherical Aberration:
pa and (d). Balanced Spherical Aberration: pa - p2.

.-
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(u)

4t

(b).

(")'

(d)

Figure 2.7: The wa_vefront aaps and interference patterns. (a). coma: p3 cos d (b).
Balanced Coma: p3cos 0 - lpcosd (coma + tilt) (c). Astigmati-s^, plrcos2d and
(d). Balanced Astigmarism: p2 cos2 0 - Tp, (asrigmatism + áefocus).
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Figure 2.8: A ray from a distant beacon (B) strikes the spherical mirror at an
arbitrary point on the mirror at a distance p from the axis and reflects off to a point
on the optical axis at an image distance g'. The beacon distance, y, is always greater
than or equal to the radius of curvature .R of the mirror.

2.4 Spherical Aberration

2.4.L Spherical Mirrors

On reconstruction, coliimated light is focussed by the spherical mirror to a spher-

ically aberrated focus. In most of the designs to follow, the hologram is recorded

with a beacon located at a finite distance from the spherical mirror. This means that

there will be less spherical aberration recorded (and in many cases none at ail) than

present on reconstruction. The diference will be passed on to the reconst¡ucted

reference beam. In this case, the higher order spherical aberration terms can be

calculated directly, rather than resorting to the Zernike polynomials.

To begin with, consider a spherical mirror illuminated by a beacon at some finite

distance y. For every ray striking the mirror from a distance y on-axis, there will be

a corresponding image distance, y', on-axis. The magnitude of y' will var¡r according

to the focal length of the mirror, the distance of the beacon and the radial extent,

p, of the ray at the mirror. The situation is shown graphically in Figure 2.8. As

ali,vays. for a sphere;
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Marginal
Focus

Paraxial
Focus

TSA

LSA

Figure 2.9: Longitudinal and transverse spherical aberration (Ã9,,{ andTSA respec-
tively) at the focal plane of a spherical mirror. The circle of least confusion (C) lies
three quarters of the distance from the paraxial focus to the marginal focus.

z:R- R2-p2 (2.1e)

From the diagram, the foliowing relationships can be derived;

z

,f
C

I

p

11
;*-a'v

2 -.r I
- -')zlR "., R' RY'

-L-
Ry ' y'y
11

(2.20)

+ 2ùzy - Rzy - 2Rz z

R2 -2Rz -2Rry *2yz
(2.2t)

Equation 2.20, is a more explicit form of the paraxial imaging equation (I ly +I ly' --
2lR). The additional terms in the equation account for spherical aberration. Using

Eq.2.?1 it is possible to deriveexpressions for the eract longitudinal and transverse

spherical aberration (I9A and TSA) at the image point for any given object distance.

These quantities are depicted in (Figure 2.9).

For the paraxial ray (yl);
yR

(2.22 )2v-R

v

ov

The expression f'or the marginal ray, yf, is that given in Eq.2.21. The loneitrrclinal
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, b.s.

Spherical Mirror

b.s.,

Interference
Pattern

Figure 2.10: A beacon at a distance g ) .R from a sphericai mirror is imaged at
a distance a'Ø). This wavefront is collimated and made to interfere with a plane
wave. The resulting interference pattern will consist of curved fringes or concentric
circles indicating the amount of spherical aberration present.

spherical abe¡ration (ISA) is thus;

ISA = a'o - a'o : Z&z(y - R)'
(R - 2y)(R2 - 2Rz - 2Ry )- 2yz)

(2.23)

For the transverse spherical aberration (TSA);

TSA = P.ISA _ 2pRz(y - R)'
(2y - R)(R'y - R2z *2p2R-2p'y)

(2.24)
Y'r- t

The diameter of the circle of least confusion (the smallest spot size from the aber-

rated focus) is lfSAll2.
These are ray aberrations from which we can calculate the wavefront aberration.

It is the wavefront aberration which determines the appearance of the aberration in

an interferometer such as the one shown in Figure 2.10. The wavef¡ont aberration,

W, is related to the transverse ray aberration, ?, and the radius, r, of a reference

sphere centered on the paraxial image point by [71];

avv rØ)
0p lV -r

(2.2s)
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In this case, with ihe paraxial image point located at a distance r : At from the

mirror, the spherical aberration wavefront error is:

AVV TSA
(2.26)

W:y'.-

op w -vL

t lo'A'"2 - TSA 0p (2.27)

\4re can now substitute Eq. 2.24 into this expression and express the result as a

series expansion for simplicity. In most cases, an expansion up to the fifth order will

suffice;

lVs+s : v (2.28)
4Rty'

Figure 2.11(a) shows a plot of the ratio of the õth order spherical aberration

term to the 3rd order term (i.e. Wsl\\h), as well as 7th/5th. The latio has been

plotted for y : oo and D : 1m as a function of mirror speed. This graph gives a

good indication of the region in which the fifTh order term star-ts to become a large

compared to the third order spherical aberration. As a further guide, the absolute

3rd and õth order spherical aberration telms are shown in Figure 2.11(b). This plot

shows that the 5th order spherical aberration term exceeds the diffraction limit (a
quarter of a wave of spherical aberration) rvhen F < +.

2.4.2 Parabolic Mirrors

Spherical aberration can arise in parabolic mirrors when the illuminating point

source of light is not at the focus or at infinity. Although the rvork in rhis the-

srs lvill concentrate on the correction of spherical mirrors, it may be necessary to

consider using a parabolic mirror for spherical aberlation correction. The method

for incorporating such co¡rection will be explainecl in more detail iater. For now, I

will simply- present the relevant equations.

Unlike a spherical mjrror where the reference rav is the larlius of curvature ,?.

the oniy cluantity rvhich cioes not var¡r r,vith increasinq aperture in a paraboiic mirror
is the focal length, /. As a result, the spirerical aberration rvill be presentecl in te¡ms

of semi-apertrLre. p. trnd focai length, /.

R( 'po
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Figure 2.11: Spherical aberration t'or a lm diameter spherical mirror and an object
distance of y - oo: (a). A plot of the ratio of the 5th order to 3rd order spherical
aberration terms (solid line) and 7th to 5th order terms (dotted) as a function of
mirror speed. (b). The absolute spherical aberration is evaluated under the same
conditions (with À:632.8nm). 3rd older spherical aberration term is plotteci as
the solid line and 5th order term as the dotted line.
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For a beacon at distance y from the mirror, the image point will lie at g', given

by;

11_r-
y"y

p2

8f'va'
(2.2e)

(2.30)

(2.31)

1+

v=)
8f'p'+pn+L6f"y

r6f'(v - f)

These equations are equivalent to those shown previously for a spherical mirror

(Eqs. 2.20 U 2.21). Once again, for the paraxial casel p -* 0, we have the nor-

mal image equation; Ily'+lly :1lf . The longitudinal and transverse sphericai

aberration relations are

I,SA
8f'p' + pn

ßr'@ - i)

TSA
8f'p" + p'

16f3V + 12f2 p2 - 4f y pt + p1
(2.32)

From these, the corresponding wavefront aberration can be found using Eq. 2.27

The following is a series expansion to 5th order;

(2.33)

Naturall¡ as y -+ oo or / + 0 then W -0.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, equations for both the holographic correction and geometrical aber-

rations have been presented. In the first instance, the derivation of a "correction

factor" has resulted in an expression which will be useful in analysing the correc-

tion achievable with a given recording beacon position and reconstructing wavelïont.

The general nature of this formula rvill allow most schemes bo be anal,u-secl to preclict

the extent of the correction.

As lvell as the surface aberrations of the mirror, there are the rav aberrations

îÌr _ fu - f)pn (2f - y)(y - f)puws+s:w _--ffi_.,_,_*
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from the recording and replay geometries. In most cases the third order Seidei

coefficients should suffice in determining the amount of introduced wavefront error,

but with very fast mirrors and large off-axis angles, higher order terms should be

considered. In such cases a commercial optical ray-tracing program will be used.

For spherical aberration, however, an exact expression has been derived for the

wavefront error introduced with a spherical or parabolic mirror illuminated from

any arbitrary distance gt.



Chapter 3

The Off-Axis Beacon

3.1- Introduction

There are many possible schemes for the recording and subsequent replay of the

hologram. I decided that one design which had some potential would involve off-

axis recording with on-axis replay. This chapter will present a discussion of the

concept along with a theoretical analysis and experimental results.

3.2 The Design Concept

To holographically correct an aberrated mirror, it is necessary to illuminate the

surface and interfere the reflected light with a reference beam. To do this, the

beacon must be placed in front of the mirror rvith the reflected light forrning the

object wave to be recorded. On reconstruction. collimated light will be incident on

the mjrror on-axis, and thus the recording optics will be in the way. These optics

must either be removed afTer recording or a scheme must be developed with the

recording optics situated outside the useful aperture of the telescope. The off-axis

design uses the second approach.

The basrc concept for the recording and reconstructing of the hologram is shown

in Figure 3.1. On recording, a spatial filter (beacon) is placed oif-axis liom the centre

of curvatu¡e, at edge of the mirror aperture (Figrrre 3.1(a).). The beacon illuminates

the mirror and the light is reflected to a conjugate point on rhe oppositc. si.le of the

+9
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(a)

s.f.

Hologram

Aberrated
primary

Reference
beam

(b)
Collimated Light

R

Hologram

Aberrated
primary

Figure 3.1: (a). Recording: A spatial filter (s.f.) is placed at the edge of the mirror
aperture at the radius of curvature. The reflected light is collimated and used to
tbrm an image of the mirror at the plate. (b). Replay: Collimated light, focussed
by the mirror, is re-collimated by an appropriate imaging lens to reconstruct the
hologram, producing a diffracted beam (R).
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aperture. The light is then collimated by a lens which images the mirror surface

onto the plane of the hologram. The holographic plate is placed perpendicular to the

incident objeci beam. A hologram is formed by recording the intertèrence pattern

between this beam and a diffraction limited, collimated reference beam.

For reconstruction (Figure 3.1(b).) the processed hologram is moved to a holder

at ihe focal plane of the mirror. Incident collimated tight will reflect off the mirror

and pass through a lens which images the mirror onto the plate with the same

image size as in the recording stage. On replay, this object wave will reconstruct

the original reference beam. It is important to ensure that the size and orientation

of the image, formed at the plate, stays constant so that the image of the aberrated

mirror on reconstruction is congruent to recorded image.

The advantages to this concept are apparent when we look at the correction

achieved over various parts of the mirror. As discussed in Chapter 2, the magni-

tude of the correction factor varies with the difference in angle that a ray from the

recording beacon and a reconstructing ray make to the mirror normal. As with most

telescopes, the viewing (or reconstruction) wilt be on-axis. In this.scheme, rays from

the beacon strike the outer edge of the mirror at the same angle as the rays from the

reconstructing starlight (Figure 3.2(a).), thus the correction is a maximumhere. At

the centre, the rays from the recording beacon make some angle with the mirror but

the starlight is incident along the optical axis (Figure 3.2(b).). The maximum angu-

lar ciifference between them implies a minimum correction in this region. Ihe best

correction occurs around the edge of the mirror which is the largest collecting area.

Added to this is the fact that the inner portion of the mirror will be obscurecl by the

secondary optics (either a flat pick-off mirror or the imaging optics an,J hologram

themselves), so it makes sense to have the minimum cor¡ection here.

The ciisadvantage of this scheme is the introduction of a large amount of off-axis

aberration on recording which is not present <iuring the on-axis reconstruction. The

main off-axis aberration is astigmatism. Thirci order coma is not a problem for a

beacon at the centre of curvature and so even in this scheme the s¡,stem is virtually
aplanatic. It was initially thought that the astigmatism coulcl be removecl frcm the

reconstructed beam with the use of tilted or cylindrical lenses or even computer
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(a). (b).

Figure 3.2: (a). A ray from an off-axis beacon (solid) makes the same angle to the
mirror edge as the coliimated light on teconstruction (dashed). (b). In the centre
of the mirror these rays have their maximum angular difference.

(a) (b)

_><

Figure 3.3: (u). A ray from an off-axis beacon (solid) makes a large angle to the
centre of a fast mirror, compared to the on-axis light on reconstruction (dashed).
(b). For a slower mirror, this maximum angular difference is reduced.

generated holograms.

If the speed of the mirror is decreased, the correction improves due to the de-

crease in the angular difference between the recording and reconstructing beams

(Figure 3.3). Unfortunately, this increase in F-number, lengthens the telescope and

the compactness of this design suffers. Optimisation of the acceptable length of the

final instrument and the severity of the aberrations initially present will be necessary

for individual requirements.
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3.3 A Theoretical Analysis

In the plevious chapter an expression was derived for the correction obtained with

a given beacon position (Eq.2.9). In this off-axis design, the beacon is placed at the

edge of the mirror aperture (* : p) at a distance eclual to the radius of curvature

of tlre mirror (A : R) which simplifies Eq. 2.9 to;

À' (Pu + R')
- I (3.1)I ((A - z) cos ö - l" cos á + u sin ól sin /) /Êlzpu +W

This equaiion allows for the full analysis of ihe many permutations of off-axis recon-

struction angle and wavelength. For the case of on-axis Leconstruction (ó : d : 0)

at the recoi'ding wavelength (À : À'):

pu* Rz
-1(R' - u' - u")(p' *2pu + R2)

(3.2)

In terms of mirror speed (F : Rl4p),

Ap: pu + r6p2 F2
-1 (3.3)

(I6p2F2 - u2 - r')(p' t 2gu -f I6p2F2)

A plot of how the correction varies across the face of the mirror aperture is shown in

F-igure 3.a(a). In this case the mirrorhas a radius of curvature of 5.2m and diameter

of 0.86m. Notice that the relative phase difference is at a maximum in bhe centre,

(À : 0.0034), and the correction factor is ar a minimum (l-r : r10.00J4 :294).

This means that even at the centre, the height of a bump rvill be reduced by a factor

of 29'1. l'he second graph, Figure 3.1(b). shows how tlre correction factor changes

with the speed of the mirror. The correction factor is calcuiated for the centre of the

mjrror (u - 0. u :0) over a range of mirror F-numbers. As illustrated in Figure 3.3,

the slorver the mirror (the larger the F-nurrrber). the smaller the angular clifference

betlveen the beams on recording and repla¡,' and thus the cor.rection in the centre

rmpro\,'es

Not only are lve concerned ivith the on-axis correction. but an-v practical scheme

must give rise to a finite freld of r,'ieu'. In Iiigule .1.õ rve can -qee the effect ol, the
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correction factor (A-t) varies with mirror speed at the centre of a mirror with the
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Figure 3.5: These plots show the effect of a finite field angle on the relative phase
difference (x10-3) over the mirror surfäce. The mirror has dimensions R:5.2m
and p = 0.43m and the off-axis beacon has a direction angle of ó : 270"). The
centrai graph shorvs the on-axis reconstruction (d : 0o ancl the sur¡ounding graphs
have a constant field angle of 0 :1o lvith various direction angles.
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off-axis angle on the relative phase difference over a field of Ó : 1o and various

values of á. The correction factor seems to be largely unaffected, e\ren rvith such

a large field angle, so it would seem that a large field of vierv can be expected. It

is important to note, however, that the correction factor means little rvithout first

knowing the extent of the aberrations present on the mirror. The final image formed

by the telescope will depend, ultimately, on the surface error remaining after the

holographic correction, as well as the off-axis geometrical aberrations which will

appear as a natural consequence of the finite field angle.

3.4 Small Scale Experiment

To test the off-axis correction scheme, a small scale experiment'lvas carried out

with a near-diffraction limited spherical mirror ("f : 0.68m. p - 66.5mm) with a

3mm thick piece of warped glass piaced in front to provide the distortions. The

recording scheme is shown in Figure 3.6(a). With the glass plate removed the image

spot of the beacon showed a large amount of astigmatism. To correct for this

astigmatism, a tilted, off-axis achromatic lens (/ = 0.3m) was placed in the path of

the reflected beam. The position and orientation of the lens rvas adjusted until the

spot had a minimum aberration remaining, as observed using a microscope. The

giass aberrator was then put in place against the mirror. It is important to note that

the glass plate had to be fairly thin to avoid the problem of a "thick aberrator". Also,

a plane glass slab will introduce astigmatism to a transmitted beam. The thinner

the glass, the smaller the astigmatic wavefront error introduced. The reflected light

was collimated by an achromatic doublet (f : 0.2m) which imaged the mirror's

surface on the plane of the hologram. A hologram was recorded r,vith a plane wave

reference beam. The method used in recording the holograms in this experiment

(as in all the experiments) is outlined in more detail in Appendix A. A photo of the

mirror/aberrator combination is shown in Figure 3.7 along with an interferogram of

the wavefront produced with an incident collimated plane wave.

On reconstruction, the set-up was as shown in Figure 3.6(b). A collimated plane

rvave was produced with a spatial filter at the focal point of a Jaegers achromatic
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Hologram
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Glass plate

Plane Wave

Hologram

s.f.
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I

Figure 3.6: (a). Recording: A spatial filter (s.f.) illuminates the mirror rvith the glass

plate attached. The tilted lens L1 corrects for the off-axis aberrations. A hologram

is recorded rvith a path matched piane wave reference beam. (b) Reconstmction:

A diffraction limited achromatic doublet lens (L2) is used to produce a piane wave

incident on the mirlor. The reconstructed leference bean is interièrometrically
tested against a knolvn plane wave and the ¡esulting pattern is focussed so that the

mirror surface is inaged at I.
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\

.r}

--)

(b)

Figure 3.7: (u). A photo of the glass aberrator/mirror combination. (b). Before
correction: The interference pattern shows ihe wavefront error on reflection from
the aberrator/mirror combination.
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DitTracted
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cf

Ref'erence Beam Caustic Focus

Figure 3.8: (u). On recording the two beams are collimated. (b). On replay the
object beam has some divergence. Due to the diff¡action condition at the plate the
reconstructed wave diverges from a virtual caustic focus.

doublet (D : 125mm, ,f : 0.6mm). This lens was interferometrically null tested

with another identical lens and showed no detectable spherical aberration. The col-

Iimated beam produced in this case is thus taken to be diffraction limited. The

plane rvave entered the telescope on-axis and reflected off the mirror/aberrator com-

bination. Once again, the light has double passed the aberrator, but in this case

it was on-axis. The hologram was moved from its off-axis recording position to an

on-axis position at the focal plane of the mirror where the reconstruction took place.

The eyepiece achromatic doublet was selected in such a way as to match the image

magnification in the recording procedure.

The second restriction is that the object beam have the same divergence at the

plate on reconstruction as on recording. The reason for this can be shown with the

aid of Figure 3.8. Two beams interfere with a constant angle o betlveen them to form

a hologram. On reconstruction. any object beam rays reaching the hologram will

be diffracted through a constant angle a. If a divergent object beam is useci, these

rays will not diverge from a common virtual point but some caustic surface. The

result is an aberrated reconstructed reference beam. This wavefront aberration will

be introduced lvhenever the reconstructing beam has a clifferent rlivergence to the

recording beam. In general, rvith the hologram recorded at tlvice the focal distance

from the mitror, and the reconstiuction at the focal plane. the speed of the imaeing
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system is doubled. If the image magnifications are to match in both cases, then

the angular divergence of the object beam on reconstruction will be double that on

recording. The only way they can be made equal is if the divergence in both cases

is zero, i.e. they are collimated. Thus in all the tests to be described in this thesis,

the object beam will be collimated by the imaging optics before reaching the plate.

The image of the mirror was formed using an achromatic doublet (/ : 0.1m).

The alignment of the hologram with the image of the mirror at this new position

was made possible by the addition of fiducials (shapes cut out of tape) applied to the

surface of the glass plate. Once aligned, the object beam incident on the hologram

produced a diffracted beam which should have been a diffraction limited plane wave.

This beam is diffracted at an angle from a hologram which is circular in cross-section

and as a result, the beam will have an elliptical profile. This aspect ratio is corrected

by passing the beam through a prism.

The reconstructed wavefront was tested interferometrically against a plane wave

and as the hoiographic plate was expected to introduce some wavefront distortions

of its own, these were cancelled out by passing the reference beam through the

plate, collinear with the difracted beam. The results are shown in Figure 3.9. The

wavefront error has been reduced to Wr-, - 0.36À or lV,^" : 0.086), with the

reconstructed wavefront as shown in Figure 3.9(b) (see Appendix C for more details

on how this wavefront is generated from the interferometric data).

Total correction had not been achieved. The expected minimum correction fac-

tor (using Eq. 3.2) is 840, which should be large enough to reduce the maximum

wavefront error to better than À/50. In this case, however, the correction factor

does not tell the whole story. The use of Eq. 3.2 assumes that the aberrations form

part of the mirror surface. In this set-up, however, the flat aberrator is distinct from

the mirror surface, resulting in a separation between the glass and the mirror which

increases towards the centre. During ihe off-axis recording the light incident near

the center of the mirror double-passed slightly different sections of the aberrator to

that on reconstruction. Nearer to the edge, this is less of a problem as the angle of

the light on recording matches that on reconstruction. This difference in recording

and replay aberrations cannot be accounted f'or in the previous calculations. Since
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Figure 3.9: (a). An interferograrn of the corrected wavefront (c./. the uncorrected
pattern shorvn in Figure 3.7(b).) (b). A reconstruction of the rvavefront calculated
using the interferogram shown in (a).
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the "after" photo shows that the correction does fail towards the centre it seems

to suggest that this is indeed the problem. Given the qualified success of this ex-

periment, a more realistic test was performed using a larger diameter. aberrated

mlrror

3.5 Large-Scale Experiments

3.5.1 The Large Mirror

In order to test the correction on a larger scale, a large imperfect mirror was required.

The BIGRAT telescope, run by the Cosmic Ray Group of this universit¡-. is a multi-

mirror telescope which uses slumped-glass mirrors as light collectors 116]. Using their

equipment it was possible to slump and coat large diameter, low-quality mirrors. The

process invoives placing a circular piece of 12mm thick float glass over a concave, cast

iron mould which has the rough shape of the desired mirror. The rvhole arrangement

is heated in an oven until the glass sags into the mould and is then allol'ed to cool.

lVhen the glass is removed from the mould, the concave, inner surface is coated with

aluminium in a vacuum chamber. Using this technique I made several spherical

mirrors up to 0.86m in diameter with a focal length of -2.6m.
Figure 3.10 shows two photos which give an indication of the quality of the central

0.45m diameter section of the large mirror. The first is a through-the-focus contact

print of the one-to-one imaging of a70p,m diameter pinhole (a spatial filter beacon

illuminating the mirror from the radius of curvature). The astigmatic error is very

evident from the change in the tilt of the elongated spot. The second photo is an

enlargement of the focussed spot of an incident diffraction limited collimated beam

(0'45m diameter). The magnification factor is about 15 (c.f. the diffraction limitecl

central Airy image, at the same magnification, would be only 1õ0pm in diameter).

As a further test, the focussed light was collimated and made to interfere with a

diffraction limited plane rtrave. The interferogram produced, imaged to the mirror

surface, is shown in Figure 3.11.

Several features are immediately apparent. The first is that the mirror seems to

have several concentric "rings". These are mostly likely a result of the top surface
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(u)

(b)

Figure 3.10: The central 0..t5m diameter section of bhe large mirror: (a). Through-
[he-focus, one-to-one imaging of a 1Or¿m pinhole Itrr-re size). Notice the astigmatic
focus rvhich is elongated in one direction ancl ihen in the perpendicLrlar clirer;lion.
(b). A photo of lhe focal spot magniÍied 15 tirrrcs.
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Figure 3.11: An interferogram of the central 450mm section of the mirror surface,
iaken at the t'ocal plane.
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of the glass foiding and buckling as it slumps into the mould. The other feature

evident in the interferogram is the excess of fringes in one direction (about 45o to

the vertical) compared to that in the perpendicular direction. This indicates that

the mirror has a slight cylindrical error along the axis of minimum fringe. Further

evidence comes from the image spot (Figure 3.10(b)) which shows an elliptical shape

in one direction changing to an elliptical shape in the perpendicular direction with

increasing distance from the mirror. This is typical of an astigmatic focus as would

be expected for such a surface error. With holographic aberration correction, this

error is just as correctable as any random aberration, so long as the phase error can

be correctly recorded and reproduced on reconstruction. As a result, thin mirrors

(which would normally sag under gravity) can be used in a holographically corrected

telescope, since any original overall figure errors as well as subsequent changes in

shape due to gravitational sag of the primary, can be recorded and corrected.

The radius of curvature of the mirror is - 5.2m, and the length of the optical

bench is 3.6m, so an extension to the table had to be made which would allow for

holographic recording of the mirror. The final design had the large mirroi sitting on

the end of a cantilever (see Appendix A for more details). To provide common-mode

rejection of the cantiiever vibrations, the reference beam, in all of the large scale

tests, was subjected to the same vibrations. To do this, the 5mm diameter laser

beam was reflected off the mirror and then directed through a spatial filter. which

removed any small wavefront aberrations rvhich may have been introduced by both

the off-axis angle, as well as the mirror deformations. The light was then collimated

to form an aberration-free reference beam.

3.5.2 Recording and Reconstruction

The ¡ecording set-up for the holographic correction of the large mirror is sholvn

in Figure 3.12(a) and is basically the same as that used i'or the small-scale test

but without the tilted lens. The correction of the astigmatism with a lens was not

incorporated in ihe recording because it is norv not possible to separate the mirror

aberrations irom the off-axis aberrations. As such, it would be impossible to know

if the correct position and orientation of the lens had been found. Also. the off-axis
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Lens train to correct
for astigmatism Corrected Light

Figure 3.12: (u). Recording: The beacon (s.f.) illuminates the mirror from off-
axis. The reference beam is reflected off the primary mirror to reduce the effects
of vibrations (not shown). The position of the collimator is shown (dashed). (b)
Replay: A collimated beam from the parabolic mirror is reflected off the primary
mirror to reconstruct the hologram, producing the diffracted beam. This beam was
corrected for astigmatism using a train of lenses.
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aberration in this case is much larger than in the small scale experiment and cannot

be removed with a single lens.

Once again, the phase holograms were made according to the recipe outlined

in Appendix A. The imaging (or eyepiece) lens had a focal length of 100mm for

recording and 50mm for replay. In the final set-up, camera lenses were used since

they give a reduction in distortion and a flat image field which makes it possible

image the entire mirror aperture on the flat holographic plate film. The distortion

and curvature of field affect the quality of the recorded image, so it is essential that

the amount present in the recorded image is matched in the reconstructed image.

A single lens will introduce a large amount of both aberrations, but camera lenses

are made to ¡educe or even eliminate them.

Due to the extremely short depth of focus of camera lenses, the plate had to be

placed perpendicular to the object beam to ensure correct matching of the image

planes on recording and reconstruction. Obviously, it is important to make sure that

the camera lenses are of a high quality over the aperture used to ensure they do not

introduce uncommon aberrations into the system. In all the tests perfor.med, the

lenses used were interferometrically tested and found to have less than À/4 error.

The set-up for reconstructing the hologram is shown in Figure 3.12(b). The

collimator in this case was a parabolic mirror (D : 0.45m, T : 2rn). This meant

that only ihe central 450mm diameter section of the corrected mirror could be tested,

even though the hologram recorded a larger aperture. Given this restriction. there

seemed little point in actually recording a hologram of the entire mirror, so the

off-axis recording angle was reduced. The parabolic mirror had to be aligned with

the large mirror before recording the hologram, and ¡emained in place during the

recording of the hologram. The recording beacon distance of x :350mm was chosen

as it was the srnallest off-axis distance that rvould allorv unobscured illumination of

the large mirror,

3.5.3 The Collimator

The alignment of the collimator is critical. If the spatial filter is nor locatecl a,t the

focus of the mirror with sufficient accurac¡'. spherical aberration or off-axis aber-
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rations will be introduced into the system. In the case of the parabolic mirror, a

positioning error along the optical axis (Az) will result in spherical aberration, and

a perpendicular (Ar - y) shift will give rise to a large amount of coma and a smaller

amount of astigmatism. Figure 3.13 shows theeffect of such shifts, fol the parabolic

mirror used in these experiments.

The surface quality of the parabolic mirror was documented by the manufacturer

(Galaxy Optics), and the results of the interferometrictest that they performed are

shown in Figure 3.14.

3.5.4 Results

As has been mentioned previously, if the correction is perfect, then the reconstructed

reference beam should be a plane rryave. The hologram is formed over the circular

image of the mirror on the plate. lVhen the reconstructed reference beam diffracts

from this region at the original recording angle, the beam will have an elliptical

cross-section. The wavefront itself (and any aberrations present) will be subjected

to this same change in aspect ratio.

Unlike the small scale experiment, the sulface aberrations of the mirror could

not be separated from the geometrical aberrations. As such, with no attempt to

allow for the recorded off-axis aberrations and spherical aberration on replay, the

reconstructed reference beam will have both of these aberrations present.

The primary aberration is astigmatism (- 100 waves) with some spherical aber-

ration (7.2 waves) also present. In order to reduce the astigmatism, the reconstructed

beam was directed through a series of tilted and decentered spherical lenses as well

as cylindrical lenses (Figure 3.15). The optimum position, orientation and focal

lengths of the lenses used were found by observing the focussed spot size (at A

in the figure) with a microscope and adjusting the conditions until the focal spot

was as small as possible. The result was a bright central spot with a minimum

diameter - L4!,m surrounded by a diffuse halo - 0.8mm in diameter. This is a

dramatic improvement over the original spot size of 8mm as shown previously in

Figure 3.10(b). As expected the spot was elliptical and maintained its aspect ratio

through the focus. The corrected beam was then collimated and made to interfere
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Figure 3.13: (a). The 3rd order spherical aberration wavefront error (@ 632.8nm)
resulting from a positioning error (Az) in the spatial filter along the optical axis.
(b). The absolute 3rd order comatic (solid) and astigmatic (dotted) wavefront error
from a lateral positioning error (áø - y). Both cases are for a parabolic mirror,
D:0.45m, f :2m and with distances given relative to the true focal position.
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Light from rninor

Reference Beam

Hologram
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C2 Prism

Image Plane
Mirror

Wedge

Figure 3.15: The lens train required to produce the minimum spot size (viewed
at plane A) is shown. Cylindrical lenses are indicated b.v* rectangular boxes
(C1:400mm, C2:250mm). The titted, decentered lens L1 is a 10cm achromatic
doublet. The interf'erogram is recorded at the image plane of the mirror.

with the original reference beam (Figure 3.16). The interferogram of the uncorrected

mirror lvas shown in Figure 3.11.

The aspect ratio of the interference pattern has been corrected so that it is

circular. This was achieved by passing the combineci beams through a prism (Fig-
,rre 3.15). The effect is purely cosmetic since the beams have alreadS, been combinecl

and thus they are equally afected by such a change. The combinecl beams are then

passed through a lens nhich is used to image the plane of che mirror (which is also

the plane of the holographic plate) onto the photographic fiÌm plane for recording.

Tlte 1ìn¿l rvavefront error is 7-8 rvaves, as was expr:ctecl since no altempt wr:.s made

to correct for spherical aberration. The amount of sphericai aberration calculated

fbr a perfect spherical mirror with the same clirnensions as the aberrated mirror is

7'2 rvaves. The pattern produced should be a series of concenrric rings. Since thircl

order spherical aberration has a p'r dependence. we shorrlcl see aû increase in the ring
concentration torvarcis the edge. The regular separation of the fringes in Figure .ì.16

is caused by the addition of a slight amount of defocus in the object bearn. Frrrther
evicience that the remainins error is spherical aberlation is ti're appearance of the

A
L1
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Figure 3,16: An interferogram of the colrected apertule imaged to the plane of the

mirror surface (c./. uncorrected image in Figure 3.11). This is the diffracted bearn,

alter the lens train.
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focussed spot. The beam had a classic spherical aberration profile, wiih a bright

marginal focus surrounded by the diffuse halo of unfbcussed marginal rays.

From the regularity of the concentric fringes in the final interferogram. it woulcl

seem that the hologram has successiïlly removed most of the mirror surface aber-

rations. The remaining fringes deviate by less than half a wave from the regular

circular pattern, which would suggest that once spherical aberration has been re-

moved, the remaining error should be just this À/2. The correction of the spherical

aberration can be achieved in either the recording or reconstruction process.

3.6 Spherical Aberration Correction

3.6.1- spherical Aberration Removal on Reconstruction

The simplest method of removing the spherical aberration would be to add the

required amount of negative spherical aberration to the reconstructed wavefront.

This could be done by reflecting the diffracted beam off a sphericai convex mirror,

passing it through a simple negative lens or by using a specially clesigned phase

retarding screen. The latter method could involve a programmable liquid crystal

display. Such an LCD can retard the phase of a transmitted beam through a pixel

element by changing the voltage applied to that particular pixel. This idea is being

investigated as part of a different research project but it has the problem that it
has a limited resolution determined by the finite pixel size. It is also difficult to get

a full 2z' phase change with these devices. In my experiments I have concentrated

on using available, conventional optics for the whole of the aberration correction

scheme. This was seen as essential in maintaining the simplicity and imrnediate

scalability of any successful design.

The reconstructed beam is elliptical and most common optics have a circular

cross-section which ivill result in the correct amount of spherical aberration being

added in one direction onl¡r. In order to see if an¡r reduction in wavefront aberration

could be achieved using this approach. I passed the elliptical beam rhrough a simple

negative lens at such a beam diameter and divergence a,s would baiance t¡e expected

spherical aberration. The resuit is shown in Figure 3.17 and represents the minimurn
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Figure 3.17: The reconstructed beam with partial sphericai aberration correction
added in the corrective lens train. The tlvo images are of the same u'avefiont, but
with some tilt introduced in the top image.
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aberration which was achieved in the off-axis scheme. While this method of spherical

aberration correction is fairly successful it is not perfect. A better method would

involve adding the correct amount of spherical abe¡ration during recording so that

the diffracted beam is free of this aberration. This can be done b¡r puiting positive

spherical aberration into the object beam or negative spherical aberratiorr into the

reference beam.

3.6.2 Spherical Aberration Removal on Recording

The appropriate amount of spherical aberration can be added to the object beam

either before it reaches the mirror or after the light reflects off it. One possibility

would be to spherically aberrate the beacon which illuminates the mirror, by using

a suitable simple positive lens in a configuration like the ones sholvn in Figure 3.18.

These arrangements, however, will oniy provide a partial spherical aberration cor-

rection because the circularly symmetlic cross-section of the aberration wiil not

precisely match the elliptical shape of the mirror as seen from the off-axis position

of the beacon. This problem will worsen as the mirror speed increases beyond the

F/6 system tested.

An alternative would be to spherically aberra,te the lens rvhich images the mirror
onto the holographic plate. This is similar to the usual methocl of correcting spherical

aberration in telescopes using a secondary conic mirror. In this case, holvever,

because the rays reflect of the large mirror in a rand.om fashion, they rvill not strike

the correct place on the lens surface to produce the requìred phase shift. The only

place where required spherical aberration could be correctly added, after the beacaon

light reflects off the aberrated mirror, is at the image plane of the mirror. Several

schemes could be used, and these are shown in Figure 3.1g. The oni¡r constraint
is that the image plane of the mirror has to coincide ivith the holographic plate
position without the introduction of any fìrrther aberrations such as curvature of
field and distortion.

Another method of recording the sphelical aberration is to aclcl the correct
amount of negative spherical aberration into the reference beam. This could be

done using a simple negative lens illuminatecl at the requirecl aperture size ancl
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(a).
Doublet

Simple Lens

(b)

Simple Lens

(c).
Simple Lens

Figure 3.18: Several possible schemes for adding positive spherical aberration to
the object beam beacon on recording. The simple lens is chosen to introduce the

required spherical aberration in the given configuration'
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(a). (b)

I L3 I
LI H

Reference Beam

L2

Reference Beam

Figure 3.19: (a). L1 is a simple lens introducing spherical aberration into the object
beam at the image plane of the mirror (I). L2 is a good quality lens which will
restore a flat-field image at the plane of the hologram. (b). The simple lens L3 is
placed against the hologram (close to the image plane) and a reflection hologram is

formed.

beam divergence. In the current schemes with the object beam normal to plate,

the image of the mirror is circular. Since the reference beam (with a circular cross-

section) intersects the plate at an angle, the shape of the beam on the plate will

be an ellipse. The reference beam will only form a hoiogram where it intersects the

circular object beam, so the full amount of spherical aberration will be recorded

in the vertical direction only. To overcome this problem, the aspect ratio of the

reference beam nrust be adjusted so that the precise amount of spherical aberration

is added to the whole of the image of the mirror. One way to do this wouÌd be to

pass the reference beam through a prism, prior to the hologram, to alter the aspect

ratio in such a way that the beam lays perfectly over the circular image at the plate

(Figure 3.20(a)). This introduces astigmatism, as sho'wn in Figure 3.20(b), which is

difficult to rernove on reconstruction given the added complication of the astigma-

tism from the off-axis beacon arrangement itself. This idea will be investigated in

more detail in the on-axis beacon in the next chapter. however, where there is no

astigmatism from the recording arrangement.

H

Camera
Lens
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Hologram

Prism

Reference
Beam

LI L2 L3

(b).

Camera

Lens

Figure 3.20: (u). The layout for putting negative spherical aberrabion into the
reference beam on recording. Lenses LI k, L2 are ach¡omatic doublets and L2 is the
simple lens which introduces the negative spherical aberration. The prism corrects
for the aspect ratio of the beam onto the hologram. (b). The effect of the prism
on the reference beam is to introduce astigmatism as shown b¡' the appearance of
the cross-like structure in the far-field. Notice the blurrecl "1''rzz" around the edges
which is indicative of the presence of spherical aberration.
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Figure 3.21: The wavefront error (in waves) introduced by a beacon at ø = 0.35m,
lJ : R = 5'2m and reconstructed on-axis. The aperture over rvhich the wavefront is
sampled is just the 450mm diameter rvhich was tested.

3.7 Off-axis Aberrations

The off-axis scheme introduces a large amount of off-axis aberrations, mostly
third order astigmatism' A plot of the expected rvavefront error, (using the firsi 24
Zernike polynomials) is shown in Figure 3.21. The dominance of the astigmatism
is quite evident (c'/' Figure 2.7(c)). In order to correct 1'or astigmatism, the recon-
structed beam was directed through a train of c1,'lindrical lenses. This methocl of
correction is attractive as it allows for precise visual feedback on the effectiveness of
any given amangement. As mentioned earlier, horvever, with broadband operation,
different wavelengths of light will be diffracted at different angles from the hologram,
so the¡' will not pass through thìs lens train as \ve would want. It rvould be much
better to correct for the astigmatism on 

'ecording 
rather than on repra-v.

The simplest solution woulci foliorv along much the same lines as 1or spherical
aberration correction' The c¡'lindrical lenses coulcl be just moved to the recorc_ling
phase ancl placed in either the ¡eference or object beams. comnon c.vli'clrical lenses
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are simple lenses, and even in ideal configurations, the ìntroduction of some spherical

aberration cannot be avoided. In order to reduce this aberration multi-element

cylindrical lenses are required. Even with the astigmatism removed, however' there

is stiil be the problem of the higher order off-axis aberrations.

A better solution would involve reflecting either of the recording beams off a

conic mirror with the correct dimensions and orientation to give the desired amount

of off-axis aberrations. one obvious solution would' involve a perfect mirror with

the same dimensions as the large mirror' If the beacon illuminates this mirror at

the same angle but out of the plane of the previous recording scheme, most of the

major aberrations are eliminated. This wouid' probably be an acceptable solution as

a way of correcting several large aberrated mirrors with the fabrication of just one

large perfect mirror.

A smali, high qualiiy, null cortector with a complex conic shape could be used

instead of a large mirror. This secondary could be either a dynamic or static mirror'

Dynamic secondaries use a membrane mirror with individually controlable actuators

which can adjust the shape of the surface 162]. This type of mirror would have the

benefi.t of being adaptable to different large mirrors and off-axis beacon positions' A

static mirror wouid. be cheaper to manufacture but would be limited to correction of

the off-axis aberrations in a specific mirror and beacon position. Using the optical

design program, I found a configuration which gave a residual error of wr-, :0'77

v¡aves as shown in Figure 3.22. This approach would only be feasible in a final

d.esign, with a large primary, as the cost of fabrication of such a null-corrector is

significant.

3.8 Summary

It is clear from both the small and large scale tests of this scheme, that correction

of a large amount of mirror aberration is possible, but that the introduced off-axis

aberrations are sufficiently large to make perfect imaging difficult. The large scale

test resulted in 4-5 waves of error over a 450mm diameter rvhich is seeing limited for a

telescope at most sites' While the telescope ma¡r not be useful for astronomy' where
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Figure 3.22: The set-up for the off-axis null-correction of the object beam is as
shown' The point source beacon beam (bottom) is reflected off the small conic
mirror (left) and the refocussed beam is then directed onto the large aberrated mirror

ight will be collimated and used to form tle image hologram
. The secondary mirror has a conic constant, ( : 1.Bgg4,
gie of á : -11.11o, R =0.623m and p : 2gmm.

at ideal sites seeing can exceed ro = 100mm, the surface quality is stili acceptable
for lidar, since the size of the central maximum of focal spot has been reduced from
8mm in diameter to 14¡.um which gives a dramatic improvement on signal to noise.
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Chapter 4

The On-Ax is Beacorr

4.L Introduction

In the previous chapter I discussed an off-axis recording scheme. Although the holo-
graphic correction proved capable of removing a large amount of surface aberration,
the necessary introduction of a sizable amount of off-axis aberrations, which had
to be removed separately. made the scheme iess attractive. An on-axis recorcling
scheme with a recording beacon located at the centre of curvature of the spherical
mi¡ror avoids this problem. Such a design rvill result in a telescope limited only
by spherical aberration. In this chapter I will present trvo on-axis designs rvhich
incorporate the addition of spherical aberration in the recolcling process. along wiih
experimental results which demonstrate the complete correction of a heavilv aber-
rated spherical primary.

4.2 The Design Concept

The on-axis recording and replay set-ups are shown in Figure 4.1. To ¡ecord the
hologram' the beacon and the imaging lens are placed as close as possible to each
other and the optical axis of the mirror to minimise the off-axis aberrations. The
replay procedure is the same as for the off-axis clesign, though it lvill be necessary
to remove the recording optics before using the corrected terescope.

To calculate the correction ar:hie'able lvith this set-up. we once asai¡r retr:rn to

83
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Figure a.1: (a). Recording: The beacon illuminates the mirror from the centre of
curvature. The reflected light is collimated and the mirror is imaged by a camera

lens onto the plate were a hologram is made. (b). Reconstruction: Collimated
starlight is focussed by the mirror and collimated by the imaging camera lens to
reconstruct the reference beam.
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Eq. 2.9. In this case the off-axis distance is zero (r:0)r anci the beacon is at the
centre of curvatur" (y - A) so we can simplify the equaiion to;

RA'
)((,? - z) cos g zcosá*usinó]sin/) (4.1)-f

With on-axis reconstruction, this simplifies to;

-1

A_ RA'-------

^t/R2-u2-u2
(4.2)

In the on-axis design, the maximum correction will be at the centre of the mirror
and the minimum correction at the edges. on reconstruction, however, the area of
the mirror with the best correction will be obscurecl by the secondary optics. This
may not pose a serious problem, however, as it was demonstrated with the off-axis
design that the correction factor in an F/6 system lvas not the limiting factor, even
with a heavily aberrated primary- of course, as the speed of the primary increases,
the decreasing correction factor will become more critical, which may set a limit on
the initial surface quality.

4.3 spherically Aberrated Reference Beam

4.3.L Small Scale Experiment

In the previotts chapter, it was suggested that one methocl of incorporating spherical
aberration correction could involve adding the correct amount of negative spherical
aberration into the reference beam using a sinrple negative lens. The aspect ratio
of t]ris beam is then corrected. before it intersects the object beam by passing it
through a prism' As has been mentioned previously. this will introduce aberrations
such as astigmatism, but it was envisioned that these could be removecl b¡r using a
mirror image of the set-up on the reconstructecl beam, as shown in Figure -t.2

This scheme was testecl on a small. spherical mirlor. (D :gbmm, / : I40mm).
The mirror had a fair surface quality (- 3À), ,uvith rvavefront err.or clominatecl bv

lThe

mlr¡ors,
actual off-axis distance is non-zero but the angre is so smail that, e.xcept ror ver¡, fastthis approxirnation is valid. of course, un 

"iu.t-"u¡,r- 1".-;';"";" ur.¿ if necessa¡v.
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Hologram
Reference

Beam

PrismLl L2 L3

Figure 4.2: Recording (solid lines): spatially filtered light is collimated by a doublet

(L1) to give beam with then passe negative

lens (L2) be ed by a doublet (L3)' directed

through a p the plate' Reconstru ed beam

(dashãd) *ill pu* through the prism in the mirror-ima set-up'

spherical aberration. The aperture was reduced to p : 27 '1mm to give a similar

amount of spherical aberration to that of the mirror used in the large scale tests'

The third order longitudinal spherical aberration of a double-concave negative

lens (L2) with focal length -/, refractive index n, iliuminated by a collimated beam

of semi-diameter å is [68, 56];

ISA: rh'( 4n3-4n2-nt2) (4.3)

found

(4.1)

n(n-l)z¡h2(4n3-4n2 -n*2)8r,

The third order wave aberration associated with this ray aberration can be

in [57];

w : IsA=!'
41,

hn( 4n3 -4n2 -n*2)
32f3n(n - 1) + 4f h2(4n3 - 4nz -n*2)

Equating this to the third order spherical aberration for the mirror (W = pn l4R")

rvill provide a solution for a given lens type. I-lsing the mirror parameters 'R :

280mm anð. p: 27.5mm, 10.3 waves of spherical aberration ale introduced ( À :

632'8nm) ancl choosing a BK7 (n: 1'51508) lens of 'f : -50mm' the semi-aperture

Camera
Lens
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size required was å : 6.74mm. The recollimating lens (L3) was an 80mm focal

length doublet and the object beam tvas imaged onto the hologram using a camera

lens (/: 100mm).

For reconstruction, the set-up was as shown in Figure +.1(b), with the collimated

beam produced by the 5-inch diameier doublet used in the smalloff-axis experiment.

In this case, however, the diffracted beam was directecl through the prism as shown in

Figure 4.2. The position and orientation of the prism was determined by minirnising

the focussed spot size of the output beam. This beam rvas then recollimated and

made to interfere with the original plane wave ¡eference beam.

The results are sholvn in Figure 4.3. Initialll-, the uncorrected image shorvs the

expected 10-11 waves of spherical aberration. AiTer correction, the wavefront error

is Wp-u : 0.6À and W,^" : 0.146À. The remaining error is thought to be clue to

the fact that the mirror image technique can onlv lvork if the beams are exactly the

sanle in both cases. The reference beam on recording, horvever. has a spherically

aberrated wavefront, while the diffracted beam on reconstruction cloes not have this

aberration, so the effect of the prism on each *,avefront rvill be slightly clifferent.

This clifference was partially corrected by orientating the prism tbr ,,best ¡esult,,

on reconstruction, rather than the exact mirror-image of the recording set-up. It
should be noted that although a prism was used to alter the aspect ratio in both

recording and reconstruction, a diffraction grating could also be usecl. Experiments

carried out using a reflective grating gave simila¡ results.

By replacing the spatial filter at the focal plane of the Jaegers lens with a USAF
resolution test chart, the resolution of the corrected mirror can be cieterminecl. The

cirart consists of groups of 3 white bars on a black backgrouncl (aluminium deposited

on an optically flat glass slide). The bars start rvith a spatial frequency of 1 cycle/mm
(Group 0, Element 0) and decrease in size wirh each element b5r the sixth root of
two' Corresponding eiements in successive groups differ in size by a factor of Z.

The resolution chart results are shorvn in Figule 1.-1. The uncorrectecl image

shows the characteristic blurring of the bars. inclicative of spherical aberr.ation with
the "haze" due to the unfocussecl marginal ra-vs. In the corrected image, C,olrrmn 6
Row 6 is resolved at a spatial frequencv of i1-l cr-cles/nr.m rvhich is in gooc-l agreement
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(u)'

(b)-

Figure 4.3: (u). Befbre correction. The interference pattern sholvs the recorcled

rvavefront eÌror over the ö5mm aperture. (b). After correction.
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Figure 4..1: (a). Before correction: The lesolution chart shows blurring of the bars
indicative of spherical aberration. (b). After correction. The faint secondarv image
is due to a double reflection in the glass of the resolution chart. Note that both
ìmages are printed lvith the same clegree of cont,rast.
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Camera Lens

Reference Beam

Hologram

Prism
Aberrated Mirror

w.b.s.

Parabolic Mfuror

Figure 4.5: The recording arrangement for the large scale on-axis correction. The
object beam is folded along its path and the return beam passes through the wedge
beamsplitter (w.b.s.) to be collimated and imaged onto the plate. Spherical aber-
ration correction is applied by the same method used in the small scale test.

with the theòretical diffraction limited resolution of 118.7 lines/mm (8.13¡rm).

4.3.2 Large Scale Experiment

The small scale experiment used an almost perfect spherical mirror with only spher-

ical aberration correction required. For this experiment, I returned to the 0.86m

diameter slumped glass mirror used in the large off-axis experiments in order to

demonstrate the simultaneous holographic correction of both the surface aberra-

tions and the spherical aberration. Due to space limitations, the recording beams

were folded according to the arrangement in Figure 4.5, with the imaging camera

lens having a focal length of 0.2m. The negative lens used to add the spherical

aberration had a focal length of -50mm and was used at an aperture of 12.3mm.

On reconst¡uction the diffracted beam was directed through a prism which was ad-

justed in position and orientation, as before, to give the minimum focussed spot

size. In addition, the beam had to be passed through a slightly tilted lens in order

to remove some remaining off-axis aberrations left uncorrected by the mirror-image

arrangement of the prism. This resulted in a small distortion of the beam aspect
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ratio, which should not be a problem, as it can be corrected (if necessary) by simple

digital image processing. The results are shown in Figure 4.6.

The corrected interferograms show a residual wavetront error of Wp-, - À. ifhe

two images were taken under the same conditions, but (a) has some tilt appìied to

the beamsplitter, while (b) shows the "zero fringe". Total correction has not been

achieved but, once again, the error is fairly regular with a large spatial frequency,

indicating thai the random surface error is still not a limiting factor. The introduc-

tion, and subsequent removal, of the off-axis aberrations using the prism is obviously

a problem which restricts the correction which can be achieved rvith this scheme. A

more attractive solution would not require the introduction of any such aberrations.

4.4 Spherically Aberrated Object Beam

4.4.L Recording Scheme

The second method for removing the spherical aberration is to add positive spherical

aberration into the object beam on recording. This can be done by placing a positive

singlet in front of the spatial filter in order to "spherically aberrate" the beacon.

The simplest configurabion is to have a plano-convex lens refocussing the divergent

light from a spatial filter to form a spherically aberrated beacon at the centre of

curvature of the large spherical mirror, as shown in Figure ,1.7. The light is focussed

to back to the centre of curvature (slightly off-axis) where a pick-off mirror directs it

through to the imaging optics and the hologram. The reference beam is a tliffraction

limited plane wave. The wedge beam-splitter used in the previous experiment was

replaced by a reflective arrangement as it was thought that it nrav be introduce a

small amount of astigmatism on the transmitted return beam.

A small lateral separation is required between the sphericall¡r aberrated beacon

and the reflected, focussed spot. Since the return spot was about Srrrm in diameter,

a 4mm separation at 5.2m was required. Compuber modelling of this arlangement

showed that less than À/100 rvavefront error is introduced by this off-axis angle.

Using lhe Zemax diffractive optics program, the on-axis Zernike polynornials (0,

3, 8, 15 k 24) were evaluated at the f'ocal plane of a 0.-l5m diameter mi¡ro¡ rvith
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(b).

figure 4.6: (u). The corrected wavefront shorving the minimum wavefront error
achieved. c.f. the uncorrected wavefront Figure 3.11. (b). The same lvavefront bqt
at "zero fringe".
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Simple Lens Hologram

Camera Lens

93

6' flat mirror

Parabolic Mirror

Figure .1.7: Recording Set-up. The spatially filtered light is focussed by a plano-
convex singlet to a spherically aberrated focus at the centre of curvature of the
aberrated mirror. The reflected light is collimated by a camera lens which images

the mirro¡ onto the holographic plate.

incident collimated light. The recording arrangement was then modelled with an

available simple lens and optimisation of the spatiai filter - lens distance was found

to a best fit to all of these polynomials. For an available plano-concave BK7 lens,

("f : 100mm, D : 30mm) the optimum distance is 179.88mm. The calculated

remaining wavefront error, for this arrangement, ís lVr-u : À110 (lV,^": 0.03À).

As an indication of the sensitivity to the dis-

tance between the spatial filter and the lens,

the remaining absolute peak-to-valley error

1'or various distances is shown in the table

to the right. The calculations show that a

rvavefront error of just À/10 is introduced for

a positional elror of t1mm.

The total wavefront error can be calculated using the computer models for each of

the recording and optimised reconstruction arrangements. In each case, the Zernike

polynomial expansion of the wavelïont can be found, and the difference betn'een the

tivo, plotted as a 1ïnction of position over the rnirror, gives the expected residual

wavefront error. These plots are shown in Figure 4.8.

Aberrated Mirror

Distance P-V Error

173.4mm 1.40)

178.9mm 0.22À

179.9mm 0.10)

l80.9mm 0.1 7)

l84.9mm 0.731
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Figure '1.8: (u). A radial slice of the reconstructed wavefront calculated from the
Zernike polynomial coefficients. (b). A 3-D surface map of the absolute error over
the whole aperture.
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4.4.2 Experimental Results

The large scale experiments once agaitr used a 450mm diameter aperture. A

100mm Zuiko camera lens was used for imaging during recording ancl a 35-70mm

zoorÍr lens (Nikon F/2.8 "D") was used during reconstruction. The zoom was ad-

justed to give the correct image size while producing a collimated beam. Interfero-

metric results from the experiment are shown in Figures 4.9 & 4.10.

The final wavefront has an error of Wr, : 0.5^ (W,- : 0.11À). Figure 4.11

shows a wavefront surface generated from the aspect-ratio corrected image in Fig-

ure 4.10. The remaining wavefront is not diffraction limited due to two factors;

non-common recording and reconstruction optics, including the parabolic mirror

and the holographic substrate, and incomplete correction of both the mirror surface

aberrations and spherical aberration. In this set-up there is a totai of 7 non-common

mirrors (including the parabolic collimator) and 3 lenses rvhich are used over their

full aperture and 4 mirrors and 2 lenses used to a smaller portion of their aperture.

Given a perfbrmance of Wpu : À/10 for each element, it is expected that the total

wavefront error introduced by these surfaces should contribute to at least part of

the remaining wavefront error observed.

The surface error of the parabolic mirror was shown in Figure 3.14. It is in-

teresting to note that the corrected su¡face error in Figure 4.11(b) has the same

overall form as that of the parabolic mirror. Since it is certain that this wavefront

error wili be present on the corrected lvavefront. this must be taken into account.

A direct subtraction of the two wavefront errors is impossible but the similarity of

the wa'¡etronts is still a measure of su.ccess of the correction.

Tlre holographic subst¡ate was tested in transmission in a Nlach Zender inter-

ferometer which was good to ÀlL0 without the plate present. The interferometer

set-rrp is shown in Figure 4.12, along with the interference pattern produced (im-

aqed to the plane of the substrate). Palt of this error is due to the substrabe, rvhile

some may be introduced by changes in the emulsion cluring processing. In a final

telescope design, of course, the substrate would be a piece of high surface cluality

optical glass.

Two further contributions to the lvavefront error in Figure -1.10 come from the
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Figure 4.9: Before correction. An interferogram of the surface of the central 450mm
portion of the aberrated spherical mirror.
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Figure 4.10: AlIer correction. An intertèrogram of the reconstructecl travefront,
imaged at the surface of the mirror. This aspect r:atio has been left unalterecl.
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Figure a.11: (a). The scanned image of the interferogram shown in Figure 4.10, with
the aspect ratio digitally altered to make it circular. (b). The calculated wavefront
generated from the digitised image in (a).
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(")

Hologram

b.s.

Image Plane

(b)

Figure 1.12: (a). The interferometer used to measule the wavefront error intloduced
by the hologram on transmission. (b) An interferogram. of the hologram. The
mirror aperture tested lies in the circle just inside the small circular ficlucials. The
Itologram size is 9mm in diameter.
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uncorrected surface error and the residual spherical aberration. The predicted min-

imum correction factor for this set-up is 1067 ai the edge. The actual surface errot

of the aberrated mirror is largest at the edges, with about 100 waves deviation from

the centre. It is thus expected that the holographically corrected wavefront will have

a maximum error of - 
^ln 

decreasing towards the centre.

The residual spherical aberration was calculated to be lVp-, - Àf l0 (lV,^" =
À/33). The wavefront reconstruction of the calculated residual error over the aper-

ture was shown in Figure 4.8. Once again, the overall surface shape is similar to that

calculated from the interference pattern of the corrected beam (Figure 1.11(b)).

As a result of a combination of all of these errors, most of which could be cor-

rected with better optical components, it is reasonable to say that diffraction limited

correction of the mirror has been achieved.

To examine the increase in resolution of the corrected mirror, a test chart was

placed at the focus of the parabolic mirror. The uncorrected and corrected images

are shown in Figure 4.I3 k. 4.74. The uncorrected image shor,vs Columns 2 U 3

(though not very clearly!) and the corrected image has been magnified to show the

detail in Columns 6 & 7. The corrected chart is resolved to Column 7 Line 3 which

corresponds to the diffraction limited resolution in this set-up.

The bars are quite sharp over the whole pattern which would seem to suggest

that the field of view of the corrected telescope is quite large. This is a dangerous

assumption to make, howevet, as the sharpness of Column 2, say, does not indicate

how good the resolution is in this region, just that it does not degrade appreciably.

Ä lateral translation in the resolution chart does not allow the field resolution to be

tested since the parabolic collimator has its own fieid of view and lvill aberrate any

images beyond a certain distance: as discussed previously, a lateral translation of just

1mm at the focus of the collimator will introduce 5 waves of coma (Figure 3.13(b)).

The only way to truly test the field of vierv of a telescope is to observe a number of

point objects at infinity over a large field - e.g. a star field2.

2As a further note, the high resolution demonstrated rvith this instrument suggests an alterna-
tive use lor holographically corrected optics - that of microscopes. This is discussed in more debail
in Appendi.x E.
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Figure'1.13: The uncc¡rrected rr:soirtlion tesl cna-it. The portion s[r,rn,n is that of
C-loiumns 2 ¿rnd;1. fhe image contrast n'as arìjusted to bring out as rnuch r-letail as
possibie.
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Figure 4.1.1: The corrected image of the resolution test chart - magnified 4 times
compared to I'igure 4.13 to show Column 7,
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4.4.3 Wavelength Dependence

To determine the correction at another wavelength, a CW frequency-doubled,

Nd:YAG laser (l' : 532nm) was directed along the path of the HeNe laser to

recreate the reference beam while at the same time reconstructing the hologram.

The interferogram of the corrected wavefront is shown in Figure 4.15, along with

the image of the resolution test chart. Note that the green light is diffracted through

a smaller angle than the red light used to write the hologram due to the dispersion of

the holographic grating. To produce these images, the opiics used for the production

of the earlier interference pattern and resolution test chart images had to be moved

and re-aligned to the green diffracted wavefront.

The correction factor, from Eq.4.1, varies as shown in Figure 4.16. The correc-

tion täctor is - 6.3, so for every 6.3 fringes in the red interferogram (Figure 4.9),

there should be 1 fringe in the interference pattern at l' : 532nm. This is confirmed

by the interferogram in Figure a.15(a). Note that the overall cylindrical figure error

is still evident, with an excess of fringes in one direction compared to that at right

angles to it. This means that the corrected wavefront at this wavelength is still

slightly astigmatic. This is confirmed by the resoiution chart test which shows a

definite astigmatism. The resolution is 11.3 lines/mm (Column 3, Rorv 6) in the

vertical direction and 20.1 lines/mm (Column 4, Row 3) in the horizontal direction.

It should be noted that rvhile the remaining error is quite lalge and may seem to

inclicate that the correction is severel¡' bandwidth limited, the mirror did have an

unusually large surface error to begin with. This was done in order to have a more

dramatic test of the holographic correction. In any real telescope, the initial urirror

surface quality could be made far superior to this with minimal effort. in s'-rch a

case, the bandwidth will increase, as less correction (and hence a smaller correction

factor) is required for diffraction limited operation [63. 6a].

4.5 Future Directions

As the speed of the primary mirror increases, so do the problems associated rvith

increased spherical aberration and reduced correction factor, In this se,;tion I rvill
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(u)

(b)

Figure'1.15: (a). The interference pattern of the reconstluctecl rvavefront. (b). The
correctr:d resolution chart.
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Figure 4.16: The correction factor (A-t) for the on-axis recording and reconstruction
is plotted as a function of position over the mirror (Æ = 5.2m, p - 0.225m). The
recording wavelength is ) : 632.8nm and the reconstruction wavelength is À' :
532nm.
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briefl.y describe some possible solutions to these problems

4.6.L Spherical Aberration Correction

While the previous experiment demonstrated that complete correction of a heavily

aberrated spherical telescope mirror was possible using a iocal beacon, its aperture

and speed meant that only 7.2 waves of spherical aberration had to be removed.

If the mirror is used to its full diameter of 0.86m there will be 96 waves, in which

case a simple lens alone will not suffice for the removal of this aberration since the

form of the wave aberration functions for a lens and a mirror are quite different (c./.

Eqs. 2.28 U 4.4). In such a case, a reflective null can be used for the introduction of

spherical aberration on recording and one possibility is to use a small, high quality

parabolic mirror. The beacon is placed at the radius of curvature of the parabolic

secondary, and the conjugate point forms the sphericalÌy aberrated beacon which

illuminates the spherical mirror from the centre of curvature as before.

The amount of spherical aberration wavefront error (to third order) at the focus

of a spherical mirror can be found by using Eq. 2.28;

(4.5)

Using Eq. 2.33, the spherical aberration wavefront error from a parabolic mirror

illuminated from the centre of curvature (i.e. y :2J) is

we
pi

32r"
(4 6)

If f : Rf 2, and the two mirrors are the same size, then the third order spherical

aberration wili cancel out. If we take a smaller secondary, however, with p, : p"f 10,

then the focal distance required (with r? : 5.2m) is 0.3m which is more suitable for

such a scheme. This method of introducing spherical aberration rvould completely

remove third order spherical aberration over the entire surface as the two equations

have the same pa dependence. It should be pointed out once again though, that

the secondary mirror in this case would have to be diffraction limited, since the

hologram will only be able to correct for the aberrations of the spherical mirror.
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4.5.2 Other Factors

At the moment, even rvith a heavily aberrated mirror, the correction factor resulting

from the geometry of the proximal beacon position does not seem to be a limitation.

As the speed increases, however, the correction factor will become more important.

For example, the minimum correction factor for a 1m diameter, F/2 mirror with the

on-axis scheme is 127. Obviously, r,vith such a mirror, the surface quality will have

to fairly good to begin with. Given that the mirror was made from a crude process,

it should be simple enough to improve on the original figure.

A further problem is that the imaging optics have to be faster than the primary

in order to gather all of the light. In the previous experiments, the extent of the

aberrations meant that the camera lenses had to be twice as fast as the large mirror

in order to avoid vignetting of the extreme ra¡rs. Though fäst camera lenses are

available, this factor may prove to be a findamental fäctor which limits the speed

of the primary.

Lastly, the hologram itself will not only have to be written on better substrates,

but increased diffraction efficiency rvill be essential for applications for lidar and

astronomy. Dichromated gelatine holograms can be produced o¡r high-quality sub-

strates, giving lolv noise, near-100% diffraction efficiencies with operation into the

near-IJ\'. The only drawback is the high energy requirements for optimum exposure

which can mean increased exposure times. This in turn, woulcl translate into restric-

tions on the recording environment - most notably with the allorvable air turbulence.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter I have discussed the correction of an aberratecl telescope mirror

using an on-axis recording beacon located at the centre of curvature of a spherical

primar¡,'. The reconstruction of the hologram takes place near the focal plane, and

as such. spherical aberration will be present. In order to correct for this, spherical

aberration was added to the hologram cluring recording. This rvas achieved two

lvays; b¡t adding negative spherical aberration into the refèrence beam or positive

spherical aberration in the object beam.
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The first method proved to be inferior due to the appearance of astigmatism in

the reference beam which was a result of the required alteration in aspect ratio using

a prism. Although a small scale test demonstrated the ièasibility of this technique

the aberrations introduced were too large to be completel¡'removed in a large scale

test.

The second method involved spherically aberrating the beacon which illuminated

the mirror, making it possible to record the required amount of spherical aberraiion

without the introduction of any off-axis aberrations. In this case. the large scale ex-

periment resulted in near-diffraction limited correction at the recording wavelength,

with the remaining error consistent with errors introduced by the non-common op-

tics and a mis-match in the spherical aberration coefficients t'or the lens and mirror.

The correction of the telescope at a wavelength other than the recording wave-

length was tested with the use of a CW frequenc¡'-doubled \d:YAG laser, with the

final wavefront error consistent with theoretical calculations.



Chapter 5

Concluslon

Large aperture imaging devices, with their high angular resolution and light gath-

ering capabilities will always be necessary for lidar, surveillance and astronomical

applications. New technologies are reducing the cost of very large diameter tele-

scopes, but cheaper, simpler techniques are still desirable. One possibility is the

use of inexpensive, lolv-quality, spherical primary mirrors which are holographically

corrected to give diffraction limited performance over a narrorv bandwidth. In the

course of my research I have demonstrated a method for producing a simple, compact

holographically corrected telescope using conventional optics.

The basic concept involves illuminating the mirror with a proximal laser beacon

and using the reflected light to form an image hologram of the mirror surface. The

hologram is then used as an optical element to correct for the aberrations of the

mirror in the focussed light from an object at infinity.

5.1 Theoretical Model

The modelling of the holographic correction of a general surface defect has led to

the derivation of an equation which can be used in calculating the correction factor

- the factor b¡t lvhich such a defect is reduced. The general nature of this tbrmula

makes it suitable for the application to just about anv scheme.

a

109
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5.2 The Off-Axis Design

The off-axis design has a recording beacon located at the radius of curvature at the

edge of the primary aperture. This beacon position will maximise the correction

around the edge of the mirror with the minimum correction at the centre. The

benefits of this scheme are that the best correction is applied to the largest area,

while the telescope maintains a clear aperture. This scheme also allows the recording

optics to remain in place for reconstruction of the hologram. The major drawback

is the necessary introduction of a large amount of off-axis aberrations which are

present on the reconstructed wavefront. These aberrations have to be removed from

the final wavefront or holographically recorded in the first place.

Experimental results proved that the correction of the mirror surface aberra-

tions and off-axis aberrations was fairly straightforrvard. The result was, in effect,

the production of a perfect spherical mirror which, when used to focus collimated

light, produced a spherically aberrated wavefront. The various schemes proposed for

removing the spherical aberration couid not be easil5'incorporated into the off-axis

scheme and the best result, with a 450mm diameter F/6 mirror, was a reduction

in wavef¡ont error from > 100 waves to - 5 waves of spherical aberration. Though

this is far from diffraction limiied, this telescope would be suitable for ground-based

astronomy and lidar as it is better than seeing limited.

The correct amount of spherical aberration and astigmatism could have been

added using a secondary reflective optic on recording, which rvould cancel out that

which appears on reconstruction with both fixed and adaptive mirrors - a technique

which is used in many ielescopes. Though these optics are not inexpensive, it should

be cost effective to produce large aperture telescopes by this method.

5.3 The On-Axis Design

The on-axis correction scheme involved placing the recording beacon at the centre of

curvature of the primary mirror. The correction in this case is largest at the centre

which is now obscured on reconstruction and is a minimum at the edge. The off-axis

experimental results, holvever, showed that corrected rvavef¡ont rvas limited bv the
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geometrical aberrations and not the mirror surface aberrations, so this approach

is still practical. With the on-axis scheme there were no off-axis aberrations and

spherical aberration information could be including during recording.

Two spherical aberration correction schemes were evaluated; one with the neg-

ative aberration added into the reference beam and the other with the positive

aberration added in the object beam. The former met with limited success due to

the necessary introduction of slight off-axis aberrations which had to be removed

from the reconstructed beam. The latter idea, however, proved more successful.

Results showed that the heavily aberrated mirror (> 100 v/aves surface error) could

be holographically corrected to near-diff¡action limited performance, with the re-

maining errors consistent with the limited quality of the non-common optics. The

broadband performance is consistent with theoretical predictions.

The flnal on-axis scheme (with spherical aberration correction) is not only a

simple and compact method of holographically correcting an aberrated spherical

primary, but makes use of readily available optical components and is well suited to

an increase in scale for larger diameter mirrors. Future work may concentrate on a

reflective secondary for the addition of spherical aberration on recording.

5.4 Applications for Holographically Corrected

Telescopes

The main advantage of holographically corrected telescopes is in the reduction in

mass and fabrication costs of a perfect primary, and in the ability to correct for

large changes in shape that may occur over a period of time. The major tradeoff is

the reduction in usetil bandwidth.

In the case of lidar, the production of a holographically corrected primarSr is

relatively easy. Even with a fäst, heavily aberrated mirror it is cluite simple to

produce a seeing-limited primary. An added featu¡e is the narro\,v band correction

and the angular dispersion of the correcbed beam from lhe hologram rvhich gives

increased signal-to-noise benefits.

For gror-rnd-based astronomv, the effect of atmospheric turbulence in clistorting
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the beacon wavefront will make it impossible to produce a telescope that operates

at better than seeing-limited even with the more successful on-axis scheme. How-

ever, this may not be seen as too much of a limitation given the large increase in

light-gathering power that becomes available with this technology. Holographically

corrected telescopes are particularly weli-suited to all-sky survey astronomy as many

receivers can be built, cheaply, which can be used to look at individual segments of

sky.

Space-based telescopes are an important area in which holographically corrected

telescopes could definiteiy make an impact. At the moment, the maximum diameter

for a telescope with a monolithic primary is limited by the size of the space shuttle

cargo hold, as in the case of the Hubble Space Telescope. To achieve further gains

in primary mirror area, it is necessary to either assemble the telescope from many

perfect segments or use an alternative technology. Holographic correction could be

applied to inexpensive inflatable or segmented primaries which would reduce the

need for exacting construction and transportation. While a space based telescope is

a long way off, holographic correction could definitely produce useful gains in this

field.

Lastly, it should not be overlooked that while holographic correction can be used

to produce larger telescopes, the same technology could be used in the construction

of a new generation of optical microscopes. Several schemes are available which

could increase the resolution as well as the working distance in microscopes.

5.5 Summary

The design analysis and experimental results presented in this thesis show that

a simple, compact holographically corrected telescope constructed from a heavil¡t

aberrated spherical primary mirror is a realistic concept. While research continues,

it is clear that this technology offers an important alternative to many present

telescope designs.



Appendix A

The Makittg of a Hologram

In this appendix, I will outline the equipment used in most of the experiments and

the procedure involved in exposing and processing a typical hologram.

4.1 The Table and Laser

The hologram itself is a recording of the pattern produced r,vhen trvo or more

coherent, lvaves interfere. There are several requirements for a successful hologram,

the first of lvhìch is a stable environment. The tiinges on the plale can not be allowed

to move during the exposnre as this rvill at least recluce the fringe visibitit;' or destroy

the interference pattern completely. The trvo ìreams used in writing the hologram,

as well as all the optics involved, must be kept free from external vibration. To do

so, the holograms were made on a vibration damped optical table, which itseif was

placed on vibration isolating air-legs. The table alone was too short for the large

mirror experiments. so an extension rvas constructed from steei I-beams. The clesign

is shown in Figure 4.1. After construction the vibrations due to the cantile\¡er were

fbund to be causing too much vibration so the.v were stiffenecl by aclding planks

of ply-wood down the extended length of the beams. The vibration problern lvas

further reduced by forcing both beams of the hologlam to follolv similar paths o.,,er

the table. This meant that not onl¡r did the object beam reflect off the large mirror

at the end of the table. but the reference beam also reflectecl off this same miuor
before spatial filtering. With this arrangement. exposures of rrp to about 1õ ser;oncls

r13
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,.6n' -t l.7m

PVC sheer

Plywood insert

Mirror

Mirror Diameter: 890mm

Table Dimensions: l.l x 3.6 x 0.3m

Figure A.l: A schematic of the table construction and mirror mount. The laser (not
shown) hangs beneath the centre of the optical table.

2m
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could be tolerated.

The laser used in writing the holograms was a Russian-macie HeNe laser (À :
632.8nm) capable of delivering 90- 100mW of multi-mode porver. lVith the inclusion

of the intra-cavity etalon, the single-mode power is -10 - 65m!V. The multi-mode op-

eration gave a coherence length of 100-150mm ancl single mode operation increased

this to - 6m. Although such a large coherence length was available, path-matching

to within 50mm or less was still necessary since the laser tended to lose alignment

in a, short period of time, due to thermal expansion of the alurninium laser- mirror

mounts, which reduced the coherence length. The loss of single-mode operation

and general beam movement was iess of a ploblem after the laser was allorved to

thermally stabilise over a period of about 3 hours.

Air currents were also a problem with such a large volume of air being traversed

on both recording and reconstruction. Since the laser was nìolrnted beneath the

table, this caused hot air to rise around the edges. To recluce the effect of this

turbulence, a sheet of PVC was placed over the gap betrveen the large mirror and

the table. Also, on recorcling, plastic sheeting rvas attached to the side of the

table which was raised to form a "wing" which reciuced the turbulence near the

edge. These additions had a dramatic effect, both on the efficiencv of the hologranLs

recorded, and the stability of the reconstructed image/interference pattern.

Two photographs of the laboratory and optical bench are shorvn in Figure 4.2.

A.2 The Plate Holder

The holographic plates were helcl in kinematic holders fbr rvriting and reconstruc-

tion. The clesign of these holders is shown in Figure 4.3. These holders allorved the

hologram to be placed in a given position for recording, removed for processing ancl

placed back in the same position for reconstnrction. ùIost experiments had one

holder for recording at the centre of curvature oÊ the mirror ancl another at the focal

plane. The images of the mirror formed at each plane had to be identic¿ri in positio¡

and orientation. The position of the plate coulcl be changed bv simpl-r- arljusting

the translation sta,ges to rvhich it was mountecl. For slight ,:lifferences in rotarional

11õ
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Figure 4.2: Two photos of the set-up used in the holographic correction of the large
slumped-glass mirror. The parabolic collimator is in the foreground (facing alav)
and the large aberrated mirror is in the background.
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tl I

80

Figure 4.3: The design of the holder (to scale). The large dashed rectangle indicates
the size and position of the hologram rçhen in place. The clotted circles represent
ball-bearings and the crosses represent stainless steel studs. Äll dimensions are in
millimetres.
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orientation between the recording and replay holders, a small amount of tilt could

be applied by two screws at the bottom of the mount.

,A..3 Exposure and Processing

In all of the experiments discussed in this thesis, the holograms made were trans-

mission phase holograms. Transmission holograms are made r,vith the object and

reference beams incident on the plate from the same side. A phase hologram is

one in which the recording emulsion is bleached rvhen processing in order to give

a grating composed of variations in emulsion refractive index. The procedure for

exposure and processing varied greatly over the course of this research in order to

improve the diffraction eficiency (T" - the ratio of the power in the first diffracted

order to the input power).

The holograms were recorded on Agfa 10E7b plate film cut to 2t' x 2.-o". The

path-matched reference and object beams were adjusted to have equal power at

the plate. The angle between them was minimised in order to reduce the spatial

frequency of the fringes at the plate (with 2sinllÀ fringes per unit length for a

recording angle of d between the beams). The exposure energy was usually about

100-200pJ which is much more than required (and specified) for an ìntensity holo-

gram. The processing of the holographic plate followed the follorving recipe;

1. Develop in Agfa Refinal or Kodak D-19 to O.D. - 2.

2. Wash in warm water (- 50"C) for 5-10 mins.

3. Fix (if desired) in non-hardening fixer 40oC for 1 min.

4. Bleach for 1 min in bleach at BO"C (see recipe below).

5. Wash in flowing water (20"C) for 10 minutes.

6. Rinse in ,50% iso-propanol (propan-2-ol) for 3 mins.

7. Rinse in 75To iso-propanol for 3 mins.

8. Rinse in 100% iso-propanol 1br 3 mins.

9. Allow to dry in air.
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Bleach Recipe (courtesy Australian Holographics Inc.);

Sodium Hydrogen Sulphate 80S

Potassium Dichromate ....... 5g

lVater 1L

The temperature of the baths is especially impoltant as it affects the efficiency

dramatically. The temperature of the wash in Step 2 was found to be critical. If

it is too hot, the emulsion will be damagecl and cause a gradual fogging to appear

after drying. Atthough this fogging can be removed by breathing on the affected

areas, there is some loss of diffraction efficiency. Care should also be taken to ensure

that no dramatic changes in temperature occur between one bath and another as

this puts strain on the emulsion and results in increased scatter which, it is believed,

comes from minute tears and cracks. The rinsing in iso-propanol is designed to expel

the water from the emulsion. The successive baths of ìncreasing concentration are

designed to do this gradually and not subject the emulsion to a sudden stress. Many

agents, such as Agapon (Agfa) and PhotoFlo (Kodak), are available to help dry out

negatives without leaving watermarks. These are just deiergents which were found

to give poorer qualiiSr holograms when used instead of the iso-propanol baths. N.B.

Grease. naturally present on fingers, lvill cause spots to appeil on the hologram if

they come into contact with the plate during processing, These spots increase light

scatter and as such reduce the effi.ciency of the hologram, so gloves were used at all

times during processing.

The application of these procedures usually resulted in a iow-noise hologram

with a diffraction efficiency of 20-10% and a significant reduction in distortion of

the emulsion. The best hologram made by this method had a diffraction efficiency of

70%. Additional further information on processing can be found in References [87,

22, 48.36] and 179]. Two photographs of a hologram reconstructed in white light

are shorvn in Figure A.{,
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(o)
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(b)

Fignre 4.4: (a). A typical image hologram (D :10mm). as seen reconsrructecl bv
a halogen light. (b). A magnìfied view. Notice the "rings" pr.esent on rhe image of
the mirror srtrface. The smaller circles iocated at various points arouncl the eclgã are
fìducials placed on the mirror to allow for accurate relocation at thç reconstructing
image plane. Note the ellìptical appearance due to the tilt of the plrate.



Appendix B

The Aberration Correction Factor

This appendix will provide a more detailed descripbion of the derivation of the

formulae quoted in Chapter 2. The relative phase difference, A, has been defined

AS;

o:À'"ï-r (8.1)

^ 
cos l,

with the recording and replay geometries as shown in Figures B.l and 8.2.

Beginning with the geometry for writing the hologram, rve wish to find cos a;

From AOBG:

R_ R' _ p?,

-2 : 2Rz - p2,,

P2u,:u'+"

y2+12

v

v

a- (8.2)

(B.3)

(8.4)

(8.5)

(8.6)

where;

I

cosT : JÑ
f{ow looking at an enlarged view of the portion of the mirror inside the mirror;

"'/F + F
a

t2r

(B.i)
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u

o R

É

à

o

Figure 8.1: The beacon illuminates the mirror from point B. A ray from the beacon
to a point D on the mirror surface will make an angle of a to the normal at that
point. The coordinates of the point D are (u, u).
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s.'

Figure 8.2: An incoming ray, off-axis by an angle of magnitude d and clirection ó,
strikes the mirror at point D and makes an angle of d with the normal at that point.

UOv
\'.
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From AACD:

+

From AODB:

Combining this with Eq. B.12

92 : (b+u)2 +u2

92 = a2 * c2 -2accosl

cosd: o2+"'-g'
2ac

APPENDIX B, THE ABERRATION CORRECTION FACTOR

D

E

A

Figure 8.3: A more detailed view of the geometry inside the mirror

b (8.8)

(B.e)

(8.10)

z2 I pzrr: yER,

c

(tc
u

o

ba

a&

a

d2=c2+l,2-2clcosl

d2: c2 +t2 -
l(a2r"'-g')

(8.11)

(8.12)

(B.13)

o,

Now a look at ADFB/FGB shown in Figure B.4;

¡z : R2 + d2 - 2&dcos a (8.1õ)
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Figure B.4: Depiction of the geometrf involved

RD

cosa :
pz¡rlz_l1t

2Rd
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(8.16)

(8.17)

(8.18)

( B.1e)

(8.20)

(B.21)

d

p

B

+

along with,

h2:(y-R)'+*t

glves;

R2 + d2 - (y - Ã)2 -.rruvuu 
- 2Rd

Combining this with Eqs. 8.5, 8.7, 8.8, B.9. 8.10 and 8,1{ gives;

2xu * va + ,2v I2Rz - y:cosa:
2R æ2+2xu-2Ry+y2+ +?+2R:-yz

Rearranging Eq. 8.3 will show;

7

This means that Eq. 8.19 becomes:

u2Y 
+ 

ttzY :2Ry - zy

xulRY*R:-Y:
R

COS CY :

Now we can have a look at the situation for reconstruction (FigLrre B.Z). The
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Figure B.õ: Possible geometries for different angles ó

total angle for the incoming ra¡r at any point on the mirror surface with respect to

the normaÌ at that point is B. We need to find cos B.

Looking at ADJK;

(R - z)l cos þ

(R- z)tang

(8.22)

(8.23)n'¿

We need to examine the various possible cases for the off-axis reconstruction.

These are shown in the figure above. In each case r,ve can see that /GJK is either

(180 - P + 6) or (180 - á + /r). At it happens we are onlv concernecl with the cosine

of this angle and in both cases the cosine will be the same, so all situations will be



covered by the following formulae. From the diagrams;

n2 : n'¿2 + p?,, - 2mpu,cos(180 - 6 - p)

: m' + p?r, - 2rnpu, cos(6 - p)

: n't'2 + p2,, - 2mpuulcos ó cos /¿ * sin 6 sin ¡r]

: *'+ P'uu*2mlucosá* usiná]

ADGK;

cosd :
q' + Rt - 2qBcos B
q2+R2-n2

2qR

Substituting in values for q and n as calculated previously and reducing;

cos B
R'-p',,-*l zcos6*usinó]

2

r27

(8.24)

(8.25)

(8.26)

(8.27)

(8.28)

(8.2e)

(8.30)

(8.31)

n

qR

(R - r)' - (R - z) tan /[u cos á + u sinó]

R(R- z)lcosþ

#ro- z) -Sf"cosó + usinál (8.32)

Combining Eqs. 8.21 and B.32 in the form of Eq. 8.1 we can calculate the total

relative path difference to be;

À'(xutRy+Rz-yz)
À ((A - z) cos q - [ucosó + usinó] sin /) + *y +

where z is the spherical sag as shown previousl¡r in Eq. 8.2

yz
1

(8.33)
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Appendix C

'Wavefront Analysis of

fnterferograms

For an analysis of the interferograms in this thesis! a computer program u'as writ-

ten to calculate the peak-to-valley (Wr") and root mean squared (lV,^,) wavefront

errors as rvell as a surface contour of the aberratecl wavefront (e.g. Figures 3.9(b).

& 4.i1(b).). The follorving section aims to outline the theory behind this fringe

anall'sis. ùIuch of this can be found in References [82, 55. 6, 72] and fx"l
L-,1'

An arbitrary interference pattern formed between an unknown wavefront and a

plane wave reference beam has the form

u(r . y) : a(* , y) + b(x, y) cos[2r f. + ç(x, y)] (c 1)

rvlrere a(t,y) is the background intensity, b(r,y) relates to the fringe contrast, /o
is the carrier frequencv and $(r,y) is the phase information we require. !V-e can

rewrite Eq. C.1 as

u(r,y): ,,(r,y) + c(r,!/)e2"iÍ"" * c-(r,y)e-2riÍ"x (c 2)

c(r,,y¡ : |ó(.u. 1¡)¿i'Ì'(''u)

where

1'19

(c.3)
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-f" f"

Figure C.1: The Fourier transform of the fringe pattern (simplified to 1-D) will have
a central peak with t'wo peaks at tl". The two peaks at 0 ancl -/" are discarded
and the remaining peak is moved so that the maximum lies at the origin (dotted).

Taking the Fourier Transform of the image data u(x,y) we get Li(f ,,y);

uU,v) : A(f ,y) + c(f - f.,,y) + c-(f * .f", y) (c.4)

which is just the central peak AU,ù, along with two first order peaks at If. either

side. Since the spatial variations of ø(æ, y), b(r,y) and ó(*,y) are assumed to be

slow with respect to the carrier frequency, /", it is possible to isolate one of these

peaks from the rest of the information in the Fourier domain. The broad peak

C(¡ - f",y) is chosen and all other information ín the Fourier space is discarded.

This peak is then transiated by /" so that it now lies at the origin (Figure C.1). If
we now take the inverse FFT with respect to / we get c(r,y),

c(r, y) : +b(r, y)eió(''v) (c.5)

which is just a DC term multiplied by the phase factor. This indicates that
the phase information ó(x,y) can be retrieved and isolated from the carrier fringe
pattern. Once we have the phase factor lve can calculate the extent of the cleviation

o
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from a plane wave at every point on the image (tn, : o¡j(r,y)) and hence the

wavefi'ont error. Normally, this wavefront error is definecl in tu'o lvaysi Peak-to-

\ãlley (p-v) and Root Vlean Squared (r.m.s.)

The p-v error is simply a measure of the maximum departure of the rvavefront

from a plane wave, at any point on the waveii'ont. Accorcling to the Rayleigh

criterion, the maximum allowable p-v elror due to spherical aberration for an optical

element to still be considered diffraction limited is )/a [7]. This has come to mean

that on an interferogram, the maximum allowed deviation of a fringe is 1/-l of the

fringe separation. It is now genelally accepted that this t1'pe of measurement is all

but completeiy useless in determining the imaging capabilities of an optical element.

A mirror may produce an almost perfect interfèrogram but in one small, isolated

region the fringes coulcl exceed the 1/4-wave limit. In this case, according to the

previous criterion, the mirror rvill produce images of less than perfect quality. In

fäct this is not so as the error is only confined to a poÌtion of the mirror snrface and

so has little effect on the total imaging capabilit;-. The r.m.s. measurement seeks to

improve the significance of the measured amount of wavefì'ont error on the overall

image quality. The phase deviation of the tested iva,vefront from a best-fit perfect

wavefront (s;;) is made at many different points over the aperture, and the r.m.s.

error is calculated from the following equation;

l=--
lV,*"-Vs2-.r2 (c 6)

For the r.m.s. meaurement the diffraction limited condition is an erlor of À/1.1 or

less. Typically the r.m.s. value is about a factor of three to t'our times smaller than

the p-v error.

After calculation of the wavelront error, a surface plot of the reconstructecl wave-

front can be obta.ined. A computerprogram was nritten according to this basic con-

cept, with minor adjustments made to make it possible to detect rvaveliont elrors

{reater than tr. The results were compared to a commercialprogram lvhich uses a

Zernike polynomial fit to the image clata. and was f'ouncl to qive consistent results.
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Appendix D

The Distant Beacon

Although the idea of a beacon at infinity is impractical, a design incorporating a

beacon at a large distance is reasonable. Since the recording beacon is an approxi-

mation to an object at infinity, this concept has several benefits. Firstl¡¿. there will
be an increase in correction, allor,ving for a more a,berratecl primarv. Secondly, an

amount of spherical aberration will be recorc-led lvhich will partly correct for that
present on reconstruction from infinit¡r. if the beacon is distant enough, the same

optics can be used tbr recording and replay which eliminates the problem of moving

the hologram [63]. If this is the case, a partially aberratecl seconc.lary coulcl be used

lvith a minor reduction in field of viewl.

With this basic design there are trvo possibilities. i,vhich I will call the active ancl

the passive beacons. lVith the active beacon, the light source is separate from the

telescope, and situated some distance arvay. With the passive beacon, the laser is
located at the telescope but is reflected from an unresolved source some clistance

alvalr'' The choice of the most appropriate type r,vill depencl on the application for
the corrected telescope. The recording scheme for the active clistant beacon is sholvn

in Iigure D.1. The reconst¡uction set-up at the focal plane is the same as ¡or the
proximal beacon.

The correction factor in such a scheme is founcl using Eq. 2.g. With an on-axis

lThis rìistant heacon approach should not colìfused rvith a beacon ¿l inlìnity rvhich utiÌises acollimated recording beam of the same diameter as the nrirror. fn this
provide the illuminating beaconoptic is required to

'I .)t
L.).)

scherne. no lar,ge perl'ect
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f Telescope

H

s.f. b.s

Figure D.1: Active Distant Beacon: A laser beacon (spatial filter) illuminates the
aberrated primary from a distant location. A small portion of the laser beacon is
split off to be used for the reference beam.

Reference Beam

beacon (" : 0) located at some distance y, ancl on-axis reconstruction;

À' la(R - z) + R:l
-1 (D.1)À(A-:) I-l yz

As demonstrated previously in this thesis, the correction factor proviclecl b5, a beacon
at the centre of curvature is sufficientiy large to allorv correction of heavil,v aberrated
mirror' As the beacon distance increases further. so will the correction factor. As
an example, the minimum correction factor for beacon distances of y : Æ : 5.2m,

a :70R and y: 100-R with a 0.86m aperture are a - 2g2,, À: 1õ34 and
A: 14647 respectively.

With a beacon located at a distance other than the radius of curvature there will
be some amount spherical aberration recorded. This will then cancel out part of
the spherical aberration present when viewing an object at infinity. The amount of
spherical aberration ¡ecorded is founcl using Ec1.2.27, or the fifth orcler expansion,
Eq. 2.28;

w _ (R - y)'p', (R - y)r(iy - 2R)p6'jrec--4ntf- -r@ (D.2)

On replay, the remaining spherical aberration will be

l,v--^- Pn .tJPu''v 4R3 ' g,R5 (D.3)
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Figure D.2: A plot of the remaining spherical aberration error vs beacon distance,
y' for three different mirror speeds (D: 1m in each case).

The difference between these tt'o quantities (Àlrtr/ - þVrep -þV,"") will be the amount

of spherical aberration remaining;

p4 R)2yÀ1,7: (D 1)
lRzy'2

Obviously, ,\W -. 0 as y -+ ,rc. As for finite values of y. the amount of spherical

aberration correction ivill depend heavilSr on the mirror dimensions. Figure D.2

shows the amount of spherical abertation (in waves) remaining as a function of

beacon distance for several different mirrors, all lm in diameter. It is obvious from

this plot that for the diffraction limiteclcorrection of spherical aberration. the beacon

distance involved is quite large. .\t a distance of even 100m over ground. Iieht from

a beacon will become severely distorted b.v' turbulence. It is for this reason that this

scheme lvas not tested experimentally. Fol a space telescope. honer-er. lvhere there

is no atmospheric turbulence to overcome, this approach mav be practical.

As a lurther extension of this scheme. the clist.ant beacon neecÌn't be on-axis. In

F=l

F=5

F= l0
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läct, with severai distant beacons, over a large area, the telescope could be corrected

over a large field of view in much the same way as guide stars are used in adap-

tive optics. Because the distance is large, the off-axis aberlations recolcled by the

hologram are a close approximation to those which will appear on r-econstruction in

exactly the same way as the sphericai aberration. Now, holvever. the aberrations

introduced by the beacon can be used in order to increase the field of view. Given

a large enough beacon distance, there should be no real limit to the field of view

achievable with this scheme.

If the beacon is at a large enough distance from the primar,v-. the imaging optics

could remain in place for reconstruction. This would also permit the secondary

to be partially aberrated as weil. This is a return to the thick aberrator problem

discussed previously in Chapter 2. In this case horvever. the recorded rvavefront is

almost identical to the reconsttucting wavefront, so the recording and reconstructing

rays lvill follow nearl¡t the same path. If the primarl, and secondary mirrors ale not

too heavily aberrated, there will oni5r be a small deviation of r.a¡rs tiom trvo adjacent

fleld points, so the field of view will not be reduced significantly.

Even if the secondary is diffraction limited, the distant beacon approach r,r,oulcl

allow the length of the instrument (minus the beacon) to be reduced to less than the

focal distance of the primary. For a space telescope, where large thermal gradients

will produce large expansions in both the primary and the framervork around it. the

shorter the telescope, the less often a hologram will have to be recorded. In fact,

with the recording and repiay optics as one, photo-refractive media might be usecl

i'or real-time holographic correction.

D.1 Summary

A distant beacon could be used to give an increased correction both for the inherent

random aberrations of the mirror ancl geometrical aberrations. Aithough this iclea

',vould be impracbical for producing diffraction limited grouncl-basecl telescopes, clue

to the effect of atmospheric turbulence on the beacon light, it mav be practical for

a space teiescope or for grouncl-based lidar.



Appendix E

Microscopes

Throughout this thesis, an evaluation of the imaging perfbrmance of a corrected

telescope was made using a resolution chart. The fact that the telescope has, in

that particular arrangement,, produced high quality images of microscopic objects

seems to suggest that the correction of large mirrors could be applied to microscope

objectives. While the magnification provided by the reconstruction arrangements

was low. the following section wiil introduce several designs with both high magni-

fication/resolution and large working distances.

E.1 Microscopy

The angular resolution limit of a single optic is a : 1.22ÀlD and the smallest

resolvable feature has a diameter d : L22ÀU D rvhere / is the working distance (or

distance from the sample to the objective). To increase the resolution. a faster optic

must be used, which would suggest that r,ve increase D ancl decrease /. In most

microscopes the objective is very fast and, in orcler to reduce spherical aberration,

generallSt quite small in diameler. These means that the ',vorking dist,ances are very

small. In order to increase the working clistance. a large r-liameter. diffr'action limited

optic would have to be made which has no geometric aberrations. even if onl5, over

a small field of view [77].

Several diffe¡ent methods have been used to overcome these limitations. r\ con-

t'ocal microscope (CI,l). incr-eases resolution (and contrast) at the expensc ol field of

! r)-
.l .) r
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view [66, 76]. This is achieved b¡r limiting the illurninating source and vierving region
by a circular or annular aperture (trl'pically in the orcler- of 1- 1O¡zm in cliameteï). A
magnified image is constructed by a laster scan of the sample beneath ihis point of
high (sub-micron) resolution. The rvorking distance in a ClI, however, is stiil quite
small and good-quality objectives are still requirecl.

A second major type of instrument is the scanning near--field optical microscope
(SNOM) [70]. The SNolu uses a very small aperture/antenna as the source or cle-

tector of radiation over a point on the sample. There are manv variations on the
theme, but one basic design has a transparent object back-lit with the transmitterl
light picked up by a fine-tippecl, aluminium-coated fibre, anci linnellecl to a photocle-
tector' By raster-scanning the tip close to the surface, an image can be constructeci
with a resolution exceeding loÅ. The working distance in this case is of the orcler
of 0.1 - |p^ with an aperture sjze of 1l¡tm.

Such instruments provide ultra-high resolution but access to the sample is limitecl
due to the small working distances ancl true real-time observation over anv extent of
the object is impossible. A useful instrument r,voulcl be one in which a moclelate fleicl
of view can be directly viewed with high magnification and a large working rlistance
allowing access to the sample' In this appendix I will present a fèrv possibilities
for a holographically corrected microscope which incorporate one or more of these
features, and have the benefit of using low_qualit¡, optical componentsl.

8.2 The Basic Concept

Holographic nricroscopy in a refracting system is not new 113, 39, 93, 6g]; the basic
idea is shown in Figure E.1. A point source of laser light (smalier than the resoiution
limìt of the objective) illuminates the objective ancl the transmittecl light is collecteci
to form a hologram with a diffraction limited reference beam (Figure E.1(a),). This
scheme operates in almost precisely the sarne way as for the correction of a telescope
oltjective.

r,v.B. \,Vhile holograp h¡r has been used in op tical nticroscopy before. most of the applicationsinvolve recording a ho logram of lhe object, eitlter for its high object information co ntent t13, ;19gjl. ô9] or for oprical fil tering [29]. ]fost hologra phic correction schernes have concen tratec.l onl1,on
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(a).

Objective Lens

Hologram

Beacon

Reference Beam

(b)

Iris Objective Lens Reconstructed Image

Sample

Hologram

Figure E.1: (a). Recording: A beacon (spatial filter) illuminates the objective with
the transmitted, aberrated light gathered by a secondary lens to form a hologram
u'ith a dilfraction limited, plane wave reference beam. (b). Reconstruction: The
beacon is replaced by an object. Light from a point on the object coinciding with the
previous position of the beacon rvill reconstruct the refêrence beam at the hologram.
An image of the object is formed by f'ocussing this diffracted beam. An iris may
be required at the object plane to prevent light from other field points reaching the
hologram.
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On replay, the beacon is replaced by the object we wish to observe. This object is

illuminated with diffuse laser light, and the reflected light, lìom the previous position

of the beacon will be transmitted through the system to reconstruct the reference

beam. The object information is retained and this diffracted beam can be focussecl

to form an image of the object (Figure E.1(b).). It is inportant to note that the

objective can have random aberrations of its own, though the holographic correction

is mostly aimed at correcting for the geometrical aberrations which presently limit
the size of current high magnification objectives.

The reconstruction set-up remains exactly the same as the recording set-up, r,vith

the beacon replaced by the object. In this case, the reconstructing object wave wili

be exactly the same as the recording wave. As a result. there is no real neecl for

a secondary lens to image the objective onto the hologram. The iens is retainecl,

however, as it stiil provides a demagnified image and removes the problem of speckle.

The hologram perfectly corrects f'or the aberrations in the image of the object

only at the point where the beaco'n was located Once again. however. if the field of

view is too small. conventional raster-scanning can be used in the same wav as for

a confocal microscope.

E.3 A Reflecting Microscope

The refracting microscope has appeal as it closeiy resembles the appearance

and operation of a conventional microscope. A holographically correctecl, reflecting

microscope has the advantage over a refractor, in that good-quality, inexpensive

mirrors can be fabricated with larger F-numbers and with less material than lenses.

lvith conventional microscopes, a reflecting primary can be usecl, but the obscura-

tion of the reflected light by the on-axis object rvill clegrade the image clualit¡2, while

off-axis aberrations prevent the use of even a small off-axis angle. In a holographi-

cally corrected microscope, horvever, these off-axis aberrations can be recorclecl ancl

Ìemoved since they remain the same on reconstruction. The basic scheme is shown

in Figure E'2. Note that in this case the mirror is quite fast ancl so the cliffraction

140

the spherical aberration in the mic¡oscope optics
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(a)

Hologram

Objective Mirror F

Reference beam

Spatial Filter

(b),
Reconstructed Image

Hologram

Objective Mirror

Sample

Diftuse Light

Figure E.2: ("). Recording: The off-axis beacon illuminates the mirror ancl the
reflected light is gathered bo form a holoqram. Note that the tbcus (F) will be
severely aberrated. (b)' Reconstruction: The beacon is replaced by an object
(illuminated rvith diffuse laser light). and light lrom a point coincicling with the
beacon position will reconstruct the refèrence beam at thà hologram as liefbre.
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limited pinhole required will have to be very small (of the order of the waveiength of

the light used). An alternative to a pinhole would be to use an optical fibre drawn

out to have this diameter exit aperture. Such fibres are available for use in SNONIs.

This microscope has several advantages over other techniques such as confocal

microscopy. A large working distance has been retained, along with a high resolution.

Furthermore, the cost of fabrication has been reduced as the microscope uses a

reflecting objective which can not only be spherical. but can also have a pool surface

quality. The one drawback (as with most microscopes) is the limited field of view.

8.4 fncreasing the Field of View

To increase the field of view, it would be necessarl- to recold the hologram of an

infinite number of point sources over the extent of the object field desirecl. Recorcling

different holograms for different fieid points on the one photographic plate poses

the problem of multiple images on reconstruction. A solution to this is to record

an infinite array of point sources over the entire object field simultaneously. This

could be achieved using a particular type of holey film which is currentiy becoming

available 183, 60, 67]. If the diameter and separation of the point sources is below the

resoiution limit of the objective, it wiil "see" what appears to be a large, coherentl¡,

illuminated field. The light wilÌ be focussed by the mirror as betbre, and a hologram

can be written (Figure E.3). On reconstruction, the holey film can be replaced by

the sampie to be magnified. In this case however, since the hologram has already

recorded a wave from the entire fieid, the reconstructed image will also be corrected

over the same large field.

There are several important factors to consider with this concept. Firstly. if the

holey film is made optically flat (which wouid be ideal), then the object woulcl not be

aLlowed much of a departure from this flatness since the correction of the aberrations

in such a fast system wouÌd be limitecl to a small ciepth of flelcl. However, even if
this is a limiting factor, the microscope woulcl still have a great potential in large

scale silicon chip manufacture, where a magnifiecl view of a large portion of a chip
simplif-v defecr detection [29].

742
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(a).

Objective Mirror

Holey Film

(b)

Objective Mirror

Sample

Diftuse Light
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Hologram

Reference beam

Spatial Filter

Reconstructed Image

Hologram

F

R ter'ruminates the holer' firm. The pointac ire mirror. The leflecteci light is sathereclm The sample is placed rvhere the film was.re ìll reflect off the mirror ancl reconstruct
fu
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One benefit of holographic correction, howevel is that height information can be

obtained simply by keeping the reference beam present on reconstruction. The result

will be that the reconstructed reference beam (with the added object information)

will interfere with the reference beam proper. lVhen these combined beams are

focussed to form an image of the object, the interference pattern will be present,

producing a fringe pattern over the image, with the fringes shifted laterally with

changes in height of the object. By a small movement of the sample towards or

away from the mirror the movement of the fringes can be observed anci using phase

shifting interferometric techniques, a relief map of the surface can be determined to

a high precision (at least to À/10).

Finally, it is worth mentioning that this holographic scheme could be used for an

inexpensive, high magnification, large field of vierv photolithographic copier. This

idea has been tried by Ross et. al. [75], where an inexpensive off-axis reflective

arrangement was used for one-to-one copying of chips lrom a recorded mask pattern.

The results indicated that eiements 1pm in size could be faithfully reproduced with

an F 12 mirror, proving that holographic correction of this sort can be used over

large fields. It seems from these experiments, and those detailed in this thesis. that

the holographically corrected microscope would be feasible,

8.5 Surnmary

As a further demonstration of the usefulness of hoiographic correction of aberrated

optics in general, I have outlined a scheme for a microscope. The technique is

basically the same as for the correction of a telescope but in this case the recorciing

and reconstruction arïangements are identical. The possible increase in field of view

and working distances which could be gained using this technique. along with the

large resolution while using inexpensive optical components, could prove to be useful

for many applications in microscopy.
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Abstract
Compact telescope configurations incorporating holographic correction of large, low-

quality primar¡t collectors are demonstrated. Åberration correction is demonstrated

rvith an of-axis laser beacon located close to the primary. This alrangement results

in a compact telescope with minimum obscuration. The reduction of additional

off-axis aberrations introduced bv the method is also demonstrated.

Introduction
Holographic correction of optical aberrations in very large. lou, cost, light weight

collectors is an attractive approach for applications ranging from space and luna¡

telescopes to ground based lida¡ receivers. This approach may even per.mit the use

of structures such as inflatable balloonsl as diffraction-limited optical elements in

telescopes and rvill thus extend the range of possibilities available to optical clesigners

for space experiments.

1+5
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In earlier researchz'3, it was shown that a hologram can be used to correct 1'or

large optical aberrations in an imperfect primary element of a telescope. In that

work, a distant laser source (the beacon) was used to record an image hologram of

the primary. This hologram was subsequently used as an optical element to remove

the aberrations, resulting in diffraction lìmited performance over a limited range of

wavelengths. One drawback which rendered the design som.ewhat impractical, was

the use of a distant laser beacon. The present paper concentrates on demonstrating

practical design approaches for bringing the laser beacon close to the telescope.

The basic concept of holographic correction of telescopes is an ertension of the

work by Upatnieks et. al.a and Kogelnik and Penningtons and is described in detail

in reference 2. For completeness, we shail briefly describe the concept as illustrated

for a refracting telescope in Fig. 1. An image hologram of the aberrated objec-

tive is recorded using a beacon at infinity and a diffraction iimited refèrence beam

[Fig. 1a]. If the beacon is used to reconstruct this hologram. the original diffraction

limited reference beam is recreated with the hologram effectively subtracting the

aberrations on the incoming beam [Fig. 1b]. If instead the incident light comes

from a distant object, the hologram will still subtract the aberrations but not the

object information, resulting in a reconstructed beam from rvhich a diffraction lim-

ited image of the object can be produced [Fig. 1c]. This concept n'as successfully

demonstrated by correcting for large aberrations of up to 1000 waves. resulting in

diffraction limited performance with a useful fleld of view. for both refracting ancl

reflecting telescopes2. Broad-band operation, b5' the addition of an appropriate clis-

persive optical element, was also demonstrated3. In the latter case. the range of

useful wavelengths rruas found to be limited by the amount of correction required,

rather than the distortion commonly encountered when reconstructing a hologram

with a wavelength different from that used in the recording phase.

Although the distant beacon can be retained in certain applications. it is usually

desirable to minimise the length of the overall instrument. This can be accomplishecl

using several approaches. The particular solution emplo¡red clepencls on rvhether the

telescope is a refractor ot ¡eflector, on the severitv of the aberrations to be correctecl

and on design specific issues such as the F-number of the plimarv, obscuration ancl
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the location of the holograms. In all cases there will be limitations to the degree of

correction achievable since there will be an increasing difference between the angle

of incidence of the light from a distant object and that from a point beacon as

it approaches the primary. This will result in an Optical Path Difference (OPD)

between the rays used to record the aberration and the ra¡rs from an object at

infinity that reconstruct the hologram. In addition, Seidel aberrations will appear.

For example, spherical aberration is not present in a hologram recorded using a

beacon placed at the radius of curvature of a spherical mirror. but will appear when

light from a distant object is imaged by the spherical mirror. These additionaÌ

aberrations need not detract from the advantages of holographic corlection. They

can be completely avoided by using a beacon at infinit.v*2. but this is not considered

a scalable or practical approach. Alternatively, they can be minimisecl by caleful

positioning of the beacon, and, in the case of Seidel aberrations. they are knorvn

and can be compensated for by using an appropriate computer generated hologram

or specially fabricated optical components.

In this paper we shall demonstrate the principle of an off-axis proximal beacon. In

order to better understand the optical s;rstem. we have chosen to used conventional

optics to correct for the induced aberrations. The advantage of the off-axis concept

will be shown to be lack of obscuration of the primary and better correction of the

useful part of the mirror, while the disadvantage is the introduction of correctable

off-axis aberrations.

Refracting Telescope
In the early work2 we moved the beacon from infinity to a point cioser to the tele-

scope, rvhile keeping it on-axis and retaining common seconclary optics for recorcling

and reconstruction. With this approach the proximit5r of the beacon r,vas limited by

the magnification of the system, and the speed of the seconclarv optics. Further-

mole. clistortions were eventuallv encountered because the divergences of the beams

used to record ancl reconstruct the hologram were .liffåent. In this section we shall

discuss an experiment to overcome these limitations in a refractor clesign.

The experimental arrangement to investigate the off-axis concept for a refracting
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telescope is illustrated in Fig. 2. The primary was a simple, plano-convex lens with

focal length f : 1m and diameter D : 0.37m. lVhen used to image a distant

point source, it produced a minimum spot about 14mm in diameter, dominated

by spherical aberration. It was this aberration rvhich was to be removed by the

holographic method. The beacon was placed off-axis to avoid obscuration of the

primary and to record and reconstruct the hologram without moving any optics.

The latter is a useful feature for future designs ivhich may incolporate real-time

holographic correction. The small, diffraction limited, secondarv lenses were chosen

to image the surface of the large aberrated primary lens onto the hologram with

equal magnification, and also to collimate the light incident on the hoiogram. Due

to the simultaneous magnification and imaging requirements, and a limited choice

of available lenses for use as secondaries, the clistance to the beacon was 10m. The

distant object (a resolution chart) was located at infinity bv using a 0.35m (14-inch)

diameter astronomical telescope as a collimator.

The image of the resolution chart, rvhen obsen'ed by the uncorrected telescope,

was severely degraded by spherical aberration [Fig. 3u]. IJsing the hologram to

correct the aberrations of the primary lens, an image degraded only by astigma-

tism was obtained. This astigmatism arose from the off-axis beacon usecl to recorcl

the hologram. It was fbund that the astigmatism could be partially corrected by

passing the reconst¡ucted beam through a cvlindricai lens, that was locatecl near

the image plane of the primar¡', as shown in Fig. 2. With this arrangement we

achieved diff¡action limited performance of the correctecl telescope, using a primary

aperture of 200mm in diameter, as shown in Fig. 3b. Vvith larger apertures no im-
provement in resolution was obtained and the image began to suffer 1ïom decreasecl

contrast. Although we did not investigate this limitation in detail, we attribute it to
uncompensated, higher order off-axis aberrations and inevitable differences in the

recording and reconstructing optical trains.

The experiment thus demonstrated that the introcluction, ancl subsequent sub-

traction of off-axis aberrations is possible, but the concept rvas not pursuecl further
due to the scaling limitations of refractors.

148
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The Proximal Beacon in Reflecting Telescopes
In most reflecting telescopes, some obscuration will occur due to the secondar¡t

optics. Additional obscuration due to the components required for holographic cor-

rection can be avoided entirely if the beacon is placed off-axis. A further advantage

of the off-axis scheme, as we shaìl show below, is that it provides the maximum

degree of correction over the largest area of the mirror, including perfect correction

at the edge of the mirror where maximum resolution is obtained. However, as with

the refracting telescope discussed above, the scheme introduces off-axis aberrations

which must be removed separabely.

The off-axis reflector concept is shown in Fig. 4. The recording beacon is placed

at one edge of the primary aperture and at a distance approximately equal to the

raclius of curvature of the mirror'[Fig. aa]. The hologram is located on the other

side of the mirror aperture. Subsequent reconstruction is on-axis. as sholvn in Fig.

4b. This was accomplished in the lab by physically moving the hologram from the

position of recording to that of reconstruction, whereas in a real telescope an optical

image relay system would be used.

This approach introduces new aberrations in addition to those of the lorv quality

mirror that the method seeks to correct. Since the hologram is recorded using

an off-axis beacon, it will contain off-axis aberrations. dominated by astigmatism,

which are not present in the on-axis reconsttuction. Also. uncompensated spherical

aberration will be introduced during reconstruction, rvhich is not recorded on the

hologram in this geometry. However, as these aberrations are known the¡' can, in

principle, be removed.

The limit of the achievable correction of a surface defect is determined by the

OPD between the recording and reconstructing rays at the defect position. Fig. 5

shows the geometry used to calculate the OPD for two rays incident on a surface

bump of height å. The path difference (d) of a ray reflected lrom a perfèct mirror

surface and one from the top of the bump ís d: ú+ h:2hcosa. Thus the totai

OPD between the recording ray (angle a) ancl the reconstructing ra;r (angle 3) is

OPD:2i¿(cosB-cosa) (F.1)
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For our off-axis scheme at the recorcling wavelength, with the recording beacon

in the r - z plane, the oPD at any position (u,u) on the mirror is given by

oPD:+l rulRy*Rz-yz
- (A -') (F 2)

where .R is the radius of curvature and z : R - l/W=iF -V is the sag of the

spherical mirror. When the beacon is placed at a distan ce y - ,B from the mirror

and at the edge of the aperture (, : p), this equation simplifies to

OPD:'+l noll (F 3)

A plot of the relative path difference (OPDlh) is shown in Fig. 6 tbr a mirror

r : P: 0.25m, R:5.2m. The reciprocal, hf OPD, represents the correction factor

b5' rvhich the height of a bump can be reduced using this method. J,lotice that there is

zero path difference around the edge of the mirror (correction factor is infinite). This

means that perfect correction occurs in the region of the mirror u'hich does the most

work, while the minimum correction occurs at the centre, which. in -orì telescope

designs, will be partly obscured by the secondary optics. This minimum correction

depends heavily on the F-number (F : Rlap) of the mirror. Better correction can

be obtained for a slower mirror (large F-number) as ihe angular difference between

recording and reconstructing beams decreases. However, in order to recluce the size

of a telescope, faster mirrors are generally used. Thus, for a compact telescop€, a

compromise must be made between the severity of aberrations initially present in
the primary and the final surface accuracy desired. For a iiclar receiver, f'or example,

a more imperfect, fast mirror could be employed as diffraction limited performance

over the whole aperture may not be required.

Large reflector experiment
The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the off-axis recorcling scheme

with a iarge, severely aberrated mirror to be usecl in high resolution applications

rvhere the field of view is small. The experimental set-up r,vas similar to that shown

in Fig' '1. The 0.9m diameter, F/3 mirror was macle by slumping a flat sheet of glass,
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12mm thick, over a spherical moulcl in an oven. In the present experiment, whele

precise interferometric diagnosis was required, rve restricted the uselil aperture to

0.5m to match the diameter of the perfect parabolic collimator available. The central

section of the mirror used may thus be describecl as an aberrated 0.5m diameter, F/5

aperture, which focuses a plane wave to an irregular spot about Smm in diameter.

An interferogram [Fig. 7a] shows that the deviations from an ideal surface ranged

fron 150 to 250 waves across the aperture.

An image hologram was made using bleached Agfa 10E75 plate film. to produce

a phase grating with high diffraction efficiency (q - 40%). The plate rvas placed in

a kinematic mount which allowed it to be replaced aftel plocessing to r,vithin - Ipm

of its original position. For reconstruction, the hologram was moved to an identical

on-axis mount at the focal plane of the mirror and rvas positioned using fiducials on

the mirror.

The light reflected by the aberrated mirror was directed through imaging lenses

onto the hologram. High quality camera lenses rvere used for imaging, producing a

near aberration-free, flat-field image on the plate. Due to the lack of depth of focus

of the lenses, the plate was placed perpendicular to the object beam. The imaging

lenses were chosen to image the mirror with the same magnification ibr both record-

ing and reconstruction. With this arrangement. the object beam reconstructed the

initial reference beam and perfect correction should result in a plane rvave. De-

pa,rture from perfect correction lvas detected b¡r interfeling the reconstructed beam

rvith the original plane wave ¡eference beam. The astigmatism present in the recon-

structed beam was removed by two cylindrical lenses and an off-axis. tilted 10cm

focal length achromat. chosen experìmentally to minimise the spot size of the fo-

cussed, reconsttucted beam, This was done on the assumption that the hologram

had successfillS' removed the intrinsic aberrations of the mirror. leaving only spher-

ical aberration and astigmatism. The result was a beam l'ith elliptical cross-section

and nearly all of the astigmatism removed. The circular interferometric pattern was

produced by passing the beam through a prism to correct the aspect ratio.

An interferogram of the correctecl beam. [Fig 7b]. -.hows that the surface aber-

rations of the mirror have been greatiy reducecl. but there remains a resiclual error
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of 7-8 waves, in a pattern consistent with spherical aberration. lVe have calcu-

lated that there should be 7.7 waves of uncorrected spherical aberration introducecl

during reconstruction. In addition the theory predicts the remaining uncorrected,

random mirror aberration to be less than one wave. The results shown in Fig. 7b

are thus consistent with the theoretical predictions. The spherical aberration was

apparent in the focus of the reconstructed beam rvhich consisted of a bright centrai

spot (- 14p,m diameter) surrounded by a diffuse circular halo, 0.8mm in diameter

as compared to the diffraction limited spot diameter of. gp,m.

The spherical aberration cannot be corrected by using an appropriate seconclary

mirror because the irregular way in which the ra,v*s reflect off the aberrated primary

requires that this correction be performed in the image plane of the primary. Several

other schemes were investigated to remove the spherical aberlation from the recon-

structed beam. In one scheme, we piaced a negative lens after the cylinclrical lens

train, but this was not completely successful because the beam was elliptical ancl thus

the amount of spherical aberration removed in one axis was clifferent to the other.

The best result achieved using this method was a reduction of the wavefront error to

4-5 waves. An alternative method involved introducing the correct amount of neg-

ative spherical aberration in the reference beam during recorcling. We have shown

this method to work perfectly in a small on-axis experiment, where the diffracted

beam was free of off-axis aberrations from the recording beacon. This methocl is

not readily adaptable for an aberrated mirror due to additional constraints: In a

two-beam hologram, with the plate perpendicular to the object beam, the reference

beam is incident on the hologram at an angle producing an elliptical spot. This is
not a problem for a plane wave reference beam, as the lvavefront is everywhere the

same. Howevet, when the negative spherical aberration is introclucecl, the reference

beam must overlap perfectly the almost circular image of the mirror, so that the

spherical aberration is correctly recorded. To do this with the beam at an angle, the

aspect ratio of the reference beam must be adjusted using either a prism or a cliffrac-

tion grating. When this is done, holvever, astigmatism is introclucecl, which addecl

to the astigmatism in the object beam, makes this aberration all but impossible to
remove from the reconstructed beam.
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We also attempted to remove the astigmatism directly by introducing the appro-

priate amount in either the object or reference beams. One approach was to place

the spatial filter at the centre of curvature of a smaller, perfect spherical mirror at

an off-axis angle which would give the amount of astigmatism necessary to cancel

out that from the large mirror. However. for a smaller diameter mirror, a ntuch

larger angle is required, which gives rise to higher order aber-rations. it should be

possible to remove completely the off-axis aberrations in the recording process if a

mirror of the exact dimensions of the aberrated mirror were used as the reflective

null. This would make sense only if a large number of aberrated mirrors required

correction at the cost of just one perfèct milror. A second possibilit¡, rvoulcl be to

pass the reference beam through cylindrical lenses cluring recording. This was not

aitempted since the only lenses available were simple lenses which give rise to other

aberrations. Alternatively, as previously mentioned, computer generated holograms

coulci be used to modify the reference beam in such a way thal the correct amount

of off-axis aberration is introduced into the system. We are currently investigating

the practicality of such a scheme.

Conclusion
By analysis and experiment we have demonstrated the practicality and limita-

tions of holographic correction of an aberrated primary mirror in a scheme using an

ofÏ-axis. proximally located laser beacon. The off-axis arrangement has the bene-

fits of leaving a clear aperture as well as giving the most desirable correction, but

aclds large amounts of astigmatism which must be corrected separately. We have

shown that the method reduces the mirror defects by the amount predictecl by sim-

ple theorv and we have also shown that the inducecl aberrations can be reducecl

using simple optical components. Although the correction achievecl was not perfect,

the system as demonstrated would be useful in applications such as liclar receivers

'where a few waves of error can be tolerated. For diffraction limitecl clesigns we con-

clude that aithough the removai of the mirror aberrations is possible. the subsequent

correction of induced aberrations is not readily plactical for small F-numbers using

simple optical components. However, since the aberrations introclucecl ¿re known in
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principle, it should be possible to produce a small, exotically shaped reflective null or

computer generated, diffractive optical component6 to correct for these aberrations.

Since these components are small and predictable, this added lequirement does not

negate the benefits attainable from using a very large, low quality primary.
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Reference
beam

(a). Hologram

Plane wave Aberrated Objective

(b) Hologram

Plane wave Reconstructed
Reference Beam

(c)
Hologram

Starlight

Image of star

FigureF.1: Thebasicconceptof holographiccorrectionfolarefractor: (a) Adiffrac-
tion limited, collimated beam passes through the aberrated lens and a seconclary
lens images the frimary onto the plane of the hologram. ,\ reference beam interferes
rvith this first beam to produce the image hologram. (b) The original cliffraction
limited, coilimated beam is aberrated by the lens before reconstrucbing the origi-
nal ¡eference beam from the hologram. Since the object beam ìs rhe same as the
one used to write the hologram initially, the reconstructecl r-e1èrence beam rvì|I be
diffraction limited and aberration free. (c) If a distant object weLe usec.l insteacl,
then the diffracterl light at the hologram car be rrseci to procluce an aberration free
im.age of the object.
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Aberrated Primary

11 b.s

c.l.

H

To beacon

Reference Beam

Figure F.2: (a). Recording: The beacon illuminates the mirror from the centre of
curvature. The reflected light is collimated and the mirror is imaged by camera
lens L1 onto the plate were a hologram is recorded. The off-axis Jrrgl" tu, b""o
exaggerated for clarity. (b). Reconstruction: Collimated light from the parabolic
mirror is focussed by the aberrated mirror and collimated bv the seconà camera
lens, L2, to reconstruct the refèrence beam.
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Figure F.3: Results of the holographic correcbion applied to an aberrateci 200mm
diameter, f/5 refractìng lens: (a) The resolution chart as imaged on-a.xis 6y the
aberrated telescope. ',vithout correction. This scene includes columrr 2. (b) )lagni-
fied central portion of the resolution chart after holographic cor-rection ancl rrsing a
c)'lindrical lens to correct for astigmatism
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(")

b.s. s.f Primary MirrorLaser

s.f.

camera lens

H

(b)

Laser Primary Mirror

Test mirror camera lens

Lens train to correct
for astigmatism Corrected Light

Figure F.4: The off-axis scheme for holographic correction of a reflector: (a) A spa-
tially filtered beacon, placed at the off-axis position shown, illuminates the mirror.
A camera lens collimates the reflected light and images the mirror onto the holo-
graphic plate (H). The path-matched reference beam interferes with the object beam
to form the image hologram. (b) On-axis reconstruction using a porubolic mirror
collimator to place the test beacon (spatial filter) at infinitv. Ón-u*it asrigmatism
is removed from the reconstructed beacon using a lens train as shown.

H
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Figure F'õ: Geometry usecl in the anall,-sis of the correction of surface tlet'ect: (a)
The off-axis ra¡, from the beacon (B) strik
o to the normal (a ray from the radius
ray from infinity (I) forms an ang.le 3 rvit
from tire recor,:.ling beacon is shorvn reflec
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Figure F.6: Calculations of the expected correction f¡om the off-aris scheme for a
reflector: The Relative Path Difference (OPDlh) is plotted over rhe mirror surface
for a mirror with :x : p: 0.25m and .B : 5.2m. The correction n'ill be pertèct at
the edge of the mirror where the OPD is always zero. The correction is a minimum
at the centre with a value of 0.0023. Thus a bump can be reduced in size by a factor
of (0.0023)-r : 433.
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(u)

(b)

Figure F.7: Results f'or large scale aberra[ed reflector: (a) Interferoglam shon's the
surface aberration beibre colrection. íb) ,\fter the corre<--tion the lernainin,4 r:r'ior is
7-8 rvar-es.
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Abstract

We demonstrate a compact reflector telescope design incorporating the holo-

graphic correction of a large, low quality primary spherical mirror using a laser

beacon located at the centre of curvature. The simple clesign makes use of conven-

tional optics and is easily scaiable to much larger apertures. Experimental results

indicate diffraction limited performance from a heavily aberr-ated 0.õm diameter

spherical mirror.

Introduction
In recent publicationsl-3 we have described and demonstrated practical concepts

f'or using holographic optical elements to correct aberrations in large, low-quality

telescope primaries, for applications ranging from space or moon based telescopes

to ground based lidar. We have shown that a hologram recorcled using a laser

beacon located in the far field of a teiescope can correct a primary element rvith
hundreds of waves of aberrations to diffraction limited performance over a useful

but limited bandwidthl'2. More recently3 we have shown that an off-axis proximal
beacon can resuit in a useful compact design with no obscuration of the primary. The
latter approach suffered however, from a large amount of introducecl astigmatism
rvhich rvas difficult to remove with conventional optical components. lVhile computer
generated holograms could be usecl to remove the astigmatism, we have chosen to
concentrate on a simpler on-axis configuration suitable for the correction of large
spherical surfaces' This approach is aclvantageous because it cloes not introcluce anv
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unnecessary additional aberrations, and can produce cliffraction limited pert'ormance

from an inexpensive, lorv quality primar¡' using simple. readily available opbical

components.

The basic concept of holographic correction of a letractor telescope is r-eproduced

from Ref. 1 in Fig. 1. An image hologram of the aberrated objective is recorded

using a coherent light source (beacon) at infinity and a diffraction limited reference

beam [Fig. t(u)]. If the beacon is used to reconstruct this hologram, the original

diffraction limited reference beam is recreatecl rvith the hologlam effectively sub-

tracting the aberrations on the incoming beam [Fig. t(b)]. If insteacl the inciclent

light comes from a distant object, the hoiogram rvill still subtract the aberrations

but not the object information, resulting in a reconstructed lteam from rvhich a

diffraction limited image of the object can be produced [Fig. 1(c)]. In this paper,

rve will demonstrate for the first time, a compact aciaptation of this concept rvhich

uses a spherical reflector and a beacon located at the centre of curvature.

The Proximal On-Axis Beacon
The On-Axis Design

The most compact configuration for lecording an image hologram of a spherical

mirrorusingapoint-sourcebeaconisshos'ninFig.2ia). Thebeaconisadiffraction

limited spatial filter located at the centle of curvature of the aberrated mirror. A

high quality camera lens (L1) is used to form a demagnified. flat-field image of

the mirror on the hologram. A hologram is recordeci rvith this object .,vave and a

cliffraction limited, plane ,,vave reference beam.

In a telescope, light from a distant object is brousht to a focus at half the radius

rrl curvature of the mirror. In order to use the holoqram as an optical element to

correct the mirror, the hologram must either be mor-ecl to the focai plane or. in the

case of moclest aberrations, an image lela¡' :;ystem coulcl be employed. Due to the

heavìly aberrated mirror used, we chose the fotner .olution in this experiment. In

Iig. 2(b), collimated light is focussed bl the aberrateci mirror. then re-collimated

b-r,'a seconcl camera lens (L2) lvhich also imaqes the rnirror on the plane of the
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hologram' The camera lenses must be chosen to give the same image magnification
on the hologram during recording and reconstruction ancl the hologram must be
accuratelY relocated so that its recorded image is congruent to the image in the new
location.

The reconstructing object beam will differ from the recording object beam in
two wavs: spherical aberration is not present during recording but is present on
reconstruction, and the angular difference between the reflectecl r.ecorcling and re-
constructing rays over the mirror surface will result in a difference in the perceived
height of a mirror deformation. Both of these factors rvill affect the ficlelitv of the
reconstructed reference beam, and rviil be cliscussecl below.

À{irror Aberrations

When the recording and reconstructing rays differ in their rvavelengths ancl angles
of incidence, the phase change caused b¡r the ¡eflection from an aberration r,viil differ,
resulting in imperfect aberration correction. This effect has been calculatecl for a

completely general geometr)ra, but for the present case, with the beacon on-axis,
it can be accomplished using the simplified arrangement of Fig. J. A1 aberration
is assumed to be a bump of height å above the unaberrated surface. The angie
of incidence and wavelength of the recorcling ray are a and ì respectively. and the
corresponding quantities for the reconstructing rav incident on the same point are
o' and )'' Assuming perfect imaging properties of the seconclary optics, it is easily
shown that if the phase error due to the aberration recorded on the hologram is /,
and if the phase error experienced by the reconstructing ray trom a distant object
is //, then the error in the resulting phase correction is

6ri;:ó- ô'=L(=:-9g4)=;\ À ---x-) (F.4)

If the aberrated telescope was used. to observe a distant object witho,t aberration
<:orrection, the phase error introduceci woulcl 1r",1,,. The factor I{ I>y r,vhich the error

164
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on the reconstlucting ra.v is reduced by the hologram is thus

6(b
(F.5)

ó'

In the case of a spherical mirror used to observe a point at infinity, and a laser

beacon located at the radius of curvature of the spherical mittor, the expression for

the correction factor can be calculated to be,

It 1 (F 6)
lxz - ¡ytz

where -B is the radius of curvature of the mirror. r is the distance from the centre

of the mirror to the aberration and u : Rlr. Assuming an identical wavelengthfor

recording and reconstruction, the correction factor is infinite at the centre and de-

creases towards the rim of the mirror. This is shorvn in Fig. .1. rvhere the minimum

correction factor is shorvn as a function of mirror speed (F = rll). .\s an example,

the minimum correction factor at the edge of a spherical mirror rvith dimensions,

,R = 5.?m and r : 0.225m, is 1067 rvhich means that an aberration rvill be reduced

by at least a factor of 1000 anyrvhere on the mirror.

Spherical Aberration

Wibh ihe beacon at the centre of curvature of the spherical mirror. there lvill

be no spherical aberration recorded. However, rvhen reconstructing with a clistant

object, spherical aberration will be present. A successful telescope configuration

must provide for the removal of this aberration. \!-e have previously considered a

variety of possible options for the removal of spherical aberration3. and choose here

the simplest and most promising approach ivhen the required amount of sphericaÌ

aberration is included in the object beam during recordin{, resulting in a recon-

structed object beam which is aberration free. The recording scheme used is shown

in Fig. 5. The beacon light produced b¡r a diffraction limited spatial fìlter is passecl

through a simple lens rvhich introduces the spherical aberration ancl refocuses the

light to form a uew, abetrated beacon. The positions of the lens and the spatial

filter aperture used are optimisecl r,vith an optical rav tracing cocle to proclur,.e the

Ii-r l)' .or o I

L;.*-'- tl

1

^')
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spherìcal aberlation required. From this point onrvards the scheme is exactly as

before.

Results
We used a 0.9m diameter, 5,2m radius of curvature spherical mirror. macle by

slumping 12mm thick plate glass. The wavefront error is up to 100 rvaves ancl

the uncorrected focal spot is 8mm in diameter. In this erperiment rve tested only

the central 0.45m diameter portion of the mirror, as this was the cliameter of the

diffraction limited parabolic mirror available as a collimator. -\n interferogram of

this central portion is shown in Fig. 6(a).

The spherical aberration was added to the object beam using a plano-convex

singlet (d : 30mm, f : 100mm) as described above. The optimisecl clistance

between the lens and the spatial filter rvas 179.9mm rvhich resuitecl in a resiclual peak-

to-valley error of À/10 over the entire aperture. This linit is r-lue to the mismatch

between the spherical aberration from a lens and a mirlor. It rvas also calculatecl

that a positioning error of tlmm rvould increase the resiclual err-ol by onl¡, ì/10
and an error of t5mm r,vould give an increase of À. The mirror \ïas imaged rvith

a 100mm camera iens and the hologram was constructed l'ith a cliffraction limiteci,

collimated reference beam. The bleached hologram was recorclecl on Agfa 10EZõ

plate film using a HeNe laser () : 632.8nm) ancl lvas ñ l0mm in cliameter. The

tlzpical diffraction efficiency was 40%.

The hologram was reconstructed using a coilimatecl beam proclucecl b¡, a spatial

filter at the focus of a parabolic mirror (,f : 2m. d : {õ0mm). The aberrarecl mirror
was imaged with a high quality zoom lens, acljusted to gir-e the correct image size

at collimation. The reconstructed beam emerged trom the circular hologram at an

angle, and therefore had an elliptical cross-section. The aspect ratio rvas correctecl,

rvhen necessary, by passing the beam through a prism or b¡,- simple digital image

processing.

The reconstructed beam lvas compared interferometricall), to the original refer_

ence beam used in recording. The results are shorvn in Fig. 6. ancl inclicate a finai
rvavefront error of À12 peak-to-valley ancl 0.11À rms. The resiclual rvavefì.ont err.or
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was iimited by severai factors. Firstly, errors introducecl by non-common optical

elements used in either recording or reconstruction, including the parabolic mirror,

increased the error of the final wavefront. The parabolic mirror was tested b¡r the

manufacturers and specified to have an error of 0.23) peak-to-valley (0.04) rms)

with an overall figure similar to that of our reconstructed wavefront. A further

0.031 rms wavefront ertor was expected to remain due to the uncorrected spherical

aberration.

The calculated correction factor for this experiment has a minimum value of

1067 [Fig. 4] at the mirror edge. From the interferogram in Fig. 6(a), rve can see

that the maxim.um error of the mirror close to the edge is - 100À, impiying that

the maximum uncorrected surface error will amount to )/10 or less at the edge.

The telescope was aiso tested as an imaging instrument by placing a resolution

chart at the focus of the parabolic collimator and illuminating it with diffused laser

light [Fig. 7]. The first image shows the imaging before correction rvith Columns 2

and 3 heavily blurred. After correction, the image of the chart is resolved to Column

7 Line 3, ivhich corresponds to diffraction limitecl performance for the mirror in this

configuration. The field of view is difficult to assess due to the small fielcl of vielv of

the collimator itself. but the resolution chart does maintain a sharp image quality

over the rvhole pattern.

As demonstrated previously2, the holographic concept has a bandwidth limited

bv the magnitude of the surface errors to be corrected. From Eq. F.6 we can predict

the correction for different wavelengths. For a hologram written in the red (l :
632.8nm) and reconstructed in the green ()':532nm), the calculated correction

factor is -6.3. Although this rvould not result in a high resolution relescope at this

wavelength we present experimental data to further verif,v the theorv. \,Vè usecl a

C!V, dor-rbied-YAG laser to reconstruct the hologram. giving the results shorvn in

Fig. 8. The correction factor suggests that for every six fringes on the intertèr'ence

pattern of the uncorrected mirror [Fig. 6(a)] there should be one fringe on the

corrected pattern at this rvavelength [Fig. 8(a)]. This indeed seems to be the case.

The resolution is indicated b¡'the image in Fig. S(b). Column.] R.orv 6 (14.3

lines/mm) can be resolved in the vertical clirection ancl Ciolunn -l R.orv 3 (20.1
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lines/mm) in the horizontal.

Conclusion
We have presented a compact design for the holographic correction of a spherical

reflector telescope. The design included a method of incorporating spherical aber-

ration correction during the recording of the hologram to cancel out that which is

present when imaging a distant object. We have demonstrated the successful ap-

plication of this scheme in correcting a large diameter, heavily aberrated telescope.

Diffraction limited correction is implied, with the remaining error consistent rvith

the limited quality of non-common optical components used. The correction scheme

\/as purposefully designed using conventional optical components lvith a vierv to

scalability. These experimental results indicate no limit to the size of an aperture

which could be corrected by this method.
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Reference
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(a). Hologram

Plane wave Aberrated Objective

(b) Hologram

Plane wave Reconstructed
Ref'erence Beam

(c) Hologram

Starlight

Image of star

Figure F.8: (a). Recording: A plane wave is focussecl b¡' the aberrated primar}'. The
light is collimated and an image hologram is constructed. (b). Reconstr-uction: Col-
limatecl light passes througir the telescope making an object rvave identical to that
used in writing the hologram^ This ol>ject lvave reconstruct.s the orisinal ref'erence
beam. (c). Imaqing: Instead of coilimatecl light. a clistant object is vieu'ecl rvirh the
tr:lescope. The addìtional object u'ar-e informabion is ret,ainecl in the rr:constructed
reÊerence beam.
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L1

(a)

Spatial Fiiter

Retèrence
Beam

Aberrated
Primary Hologram

(b)

Aberrated
Primary Hologram

Reconstructed Beam

Figure F.9: (u). Recording: The beacon illuminates the mirror from the centre
of curvature. The reflected light is collimated and the mirror is imaged by the
camera lens on the piate where a hologram is recorcled. The off-axis angle has been
exaggerated for clarity. (b). Reconstruction: Collimated light from tÀe parabolic
mirror is focussed by the aberrated mirror and collimateci b¡,- the seconà camera
lens, L2, to reconstruct the relèrence beam.
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Figure F.10: A ray from the recording beacon is shorvn reflecting off a bump on the
mirror surface (at A) at an angle a to the mirror normal (R). The phase clifference
between this ray and one which rvould have reflected off an unaberrated mirror (at
B) is / : (AB + BC)l2rÀ: hcosa/r). A ra¡r on reconstruction will make an
angle a' to the normal at the same point A.
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Figure F.11: The minimum cor¡ection factor (/f) is plotted as a function of mirror
speed, F : rl4. For example, with an F/5.8 mirror, the minimum correction
(which is at the edge) witl be 1067. As we move towards the centre of the mirror,
the effective speed decreases and the correction factor will increase until it ieaches
an infinite value at the centre.
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Simple Lens

Reference Beam
Aberrated Primary

Hologram

Figure F.12: Recording: The beacon light is spherically aberrated using a simple
plano concave lens. The focussed light then continues on to illuminate the mirror
as per usual. The off-axis angle has been exaggerated for clarity.
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(u)

(b)
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Figure 4.9, page 96

Figure 4.I0, page 97

Figure F.13: (a). Before correction. The interference pattern shows the wavefront
error over rhe 0.45m aperture. (b). Alter cor¡ection.
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(")

(b)

Figure 4.13, page 101

Figure 4.I4, page 102

Figure F.14: (a). USAF resolution chart before correction- shorving Colrrmns 2 anrl
3. (b) After correction showing the bars ¡esolvecl to Column ; rine ¡.
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(u)
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Figures 4.15 (a) & (b), page 104

(b)

Fig're F.15: (a)' The interference pattern for reconstruction at )/ : õ32nm. (b)
The resolution chart image at the same lvavelength.
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